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EMBARGOED FOR RELEASE February 18, 1976 
UNTIL 12 P.M. (EST) 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1976 

Office of the White House Press Secretary 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

EXECUTIVE ORDER 

UNITED STATES FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

By virtue of the authority vested in me by .the 

Constitution and statutes of the United States, includ-

ing the National Security Act of 1947, as amended, and 

as President of the United States of America, it is 

hereby ordered as follows: 
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Section 1. Purpose. The purpose of this Order 

is to establish policies to improve the quality of 

intelligence needed for national security, to clarify 

the authority and responsibilities of the intelligence 

departments and agencies, and to establish effective 

oversight to assure compliance .with law in the manage

ment and direction of intelligence agencies and depart

ments of t:he national government. 

Sec. 2. Definitions. For the purpose of this 

Order, unless otherwise indicated, the following terms 

shall have· these meanings: . 

(a) Intelligence means: 

(1) Foreign intelligence which means informa

tion, other than foreign counterintelligence, on the 

capabilities, intentions and activities of foreign 

powers, organizations or their agents: and 

(2) Foreign counterintelligence which means 

activities conducted to protect the United States and 

United States citizens from foreign espionage, sabotage, 

subversion, assassination or terrorism. 

(b) Intelligence Communit~ refers to the following 

organizations: 

(1) Central Intelligence Agency: 

(2) National Security Agency: 

(3) Defense Intelligence Agency: 
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(4) Special offices within the Department 
of Defense for the collection of 
specialized intelligence throuqh 
reconnaissance programs: 

(5) Intelliqence elements of the military 
services: 

(6) Intelliqen~e element of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation: 

(7) Intelligence element of the De~tment 
of State: 

(8) Intelligence element. of the Department 
of the Treuury: and 

(9) Intelliqence element of the Energy 
Resources and· Development Administration. 

(c) Special activitiea in tuPROrt of national 

foreign policy ob1egtives means activities, other than 

the collection and l?roduction of intelligence and related 

support functions, deaigned to further official united 

States proqrams and policies abroad whic~ are planned and 

executed so that the role of the United States Government 

is not apparent or pu]:)licly acknowledged. 

(d) Nationa.l Foreign Intelligtpce Program means · 

the proqrama of the Central Intelligence Agency and the 

special offices within the Department of Defense for 

the collection of specialized intelligence through recon-
. 

naissance programs, the Consolidated Cryptologic Program, 

and those elements of the General Defense Intelligence 

Program and other programs of the departments and 

agencies, not including tactical intelligence, desig-

nated by the Committee on Foreign Intelligence as part 

of the Program. 



sec. 3. Cont;ol and DirtcMsm 9f National 

Intelliqepce Organizations. 

(a) National Secu;ity Council. 

(1) The National Security Council was 

establiahed by the Natienal Security Act of 1947 to 

advise the President with respect to the inteqration 

of doa.a·tic, foreign, and military polici:es relatinq 

to. the national security. Statutory members of the 

Nationa1 Sec::urity Council are J:be President, the Vice 

President, the Secretary of State, ~d the Secretary 

of Defenae. 
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(2) Among ita ·responsibilities, ~ Sational 

Security ·council shall. provide quicSance and direction 

to the development and formulation of national intelli

gence activities. 

(3) The National Security Council shall 

conduct a semi-annual. review of intelligence policies 

and of onqoinq special activitiu in support of national 

Foreign policy objectives. These reviews shall con

sider the needs of users of intelliqence ~d the timeli

ness and quality of intelligence products and the con

tinued appropriateness of special activities in support 

of nationa1 Foreign policy objectives. The National 

Security Council shall consult with the Secretary of 

the Treasury and such other users of intelligence as 

designated by the President as part of these reviews. 



(b) Commi~tee on Foreign Intelligence. 

(1) There is establi•hed the C0111Dittea on 

Poreiqn Intelligence (hereinafter referred to as the 

CPI) , which shall be composed of the Director of 

Central Intelligence, hereinafter referred to as the 

DCI, who ahall be the Chairmanr the Deputy s.Cretary 

of Defenae for Intelligencer and the Deputy Assistant 

to the President for llational Security Affairs. '?he 
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CPI shall report directly to the Rational Security council. 

(2) The CPI ahall (i) control budget prepara

tion and reaource allocation for the National Poreign 

Intelliqence Program. 

(A) The CPI shall, prior to · subnli."ssion 

to the Office of Man_,_ent and Budget, review, and 

amend aa it d•ema appropriate·, the budget for tbe 

National Poreiqn Int• . .l.ligence Proqram. 

(B) '!he CFI shall also adopt rules 

qoverninq'the reproqruaing of funds within this· budqet. 

Such rule• may require that 

types or amounts be given prior approval by the CFI. 

(ii) Establish policy priorities for .the col

lection and production of national intelligence. 

(iii) Establish policy for the management· of 

the National Poreiqn Intelligence Program. · 



(iv) Provide guidance O.Jl tlae relatiaa•hip betw•n 

tactical and national intelligence, however, neither 

the DCI nor the Cl'I shall have reapona~ili~ for 

tactical intellig.anca. 

(v) Provide continuing guidance to the Intelli

gence Coumunity in order to . ensure compliance with 

Policy directiona of the NSC. 

(3) The CFI shall be a.upported by the 

Intelligence Co1111Dunity staff headed .by the Deputy to 

the Director of Central ~ntelligenca for the ID~elli

gence Co1111Nnity. 
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(4) The CFI shall establish such aubcoDIDitteea 

aa it deems appropriate to ensure consultation with 

members of the Intelligence Comm.mity on policies and 

guidance issued by the Cl'I. 

(5) Decisions of the CFI may be reviewed 

by tb.e National Security Council upon appeal by the 

Director of Central Intelligence or ~Y member of. the 

National Security Council. 

( c) The <>erations Advisory Group. 

(1) 'l'here is estab~iahed the Operations 

Advisory Gmup (hereinafter nferred to aa the Opera

tions Group) , which shall be ao~aed of the Assistant 

to the President for National Security Affairsi the 

Secretaries of State and Defensei the Chairman of the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff1 and the Director of' central 

Intelligence. The Chairman shall be designated by the 

President. The Attorney General and the Director 



of the Office of .Manaqament and Budget or their repre

sen tati vea, and others who may be designated by the 

President, ahall attend all meetinqa as observers. 

(2) The operations Gr~p ahall (i) conaider 

and develop a policy recommendation, includinq any 

dissenta, for the President prior to his deciaion on 

each special activity in suppOrt of national foreiqn 

policy objectives. 

(ii) conduct periodic r~vieva of proqramm previ

ously conaidered by the Operations Group. 
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(iii) Give approval for apecific sensitive intelli

qence collection operations aa de•ign&ted by the Opera

tions Group. 

(iv) conduct pe,riodic reviews of onqoinq senai~ve 

intelligence collection operations. 

(3') The Operations Group shall discharge 

the reaponsibilitiea asaiqned· by aubparaqrapha (c) (2.) (i) 

and (c) (2) (iii) of this section only after consideration 

in a formal meetinq attended by all members and obaerversr 

or, in unuaual circumstances when any member or observer 

is unavailable, when a deaiqnated representative of 

the member or observer attends. 

(4) The staff of the National Security Councii 

shall provide support to the Operations Group. 

(d) Director of Central Intelligence. 

(1) The Director of Central Intelliqence, 
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pursuant to the National Security Act of 1947, shall 

be responsible directly to the Rational Seairity Council 

and th• President. He shall: 

(i) Chair the CFI. 

(ii) Act as executive head of the CIA and Intelli-

genca Coimaunity staff. 

(iii) Ensure the development and submiaaion of 

a budget for the Bational Foreign Intelligence Program 

to the Cl'I. 

(iv) Act as the President's primary advt.er on . 
foreign intelligence and provide him and other of ficiala 

in the Bxecutive branch with foreign intelligence, 

includinq Rational Int:elligenc:e Bst~atear develop 

national intelli.,ence requirements and prioritiesr 

and supervise produc:tiron and diaHmination of national 

intelli98Jlce. 

(v) Ensure appropriate implementation of special 

activities in support of national foreign policy 

objectives. 

(vi) Establish procedures to ensure the propriety· 

of requaeta, and reaponaes thereto, from ·the White House 

Staff or other Executive departments and agencies to 

the Intelligence Colllllunity. 

(vii) Ensure that appropriate programs are 

developed which properly protect intelligence sources, 

methods and analytical procedures. His responsibility 

within the United States shall be limited to: 
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(A) · Protection by lawful means aqainat 

diacloaura by present or former employees of the 

central Intelligence Aqency or persona, or employ-.•• 

of persona or orqaniations, presently or formerly 

under contract with the Aqencyr 

(B) providinq leaderahip, quiduc:a 

and technical asaiatance to other qovarnment depart

ments mad agencies performing foraicpi intelligence 

acti vi1;i .. r· and 

(C) in cases involviaq serioua or. con

tinuin9 aecurity violations, reco rinding to th• 

Attorney General that the case be referred to the F~eral 

Bureau of Inveatiqation for further investiqation. 

(viU) Establish a vigoroua proqram to downqrade 

and declaaaify foreign intelligence information aa 

appropriate and conaiatent with ZXecutiva Order so. ' 11652. 

(ix) Ensure th• existence of atrong InspactOr 

General capabilities in all elements of the Intalligtimce 

Community and that each Inspector General submit• 

quarterly to the Intelliqence oversi9ht Board a report 

which sets forth any ,questionaale activities in 1n1ich 

that intalliqece organization has enqaqed or ia enqaqed. 

(x) Ensure the establishment, by the Intelligence 

Community, of common security standard• for manaqing 

and handlinq foreiqn intelliqence systems, information 

and products, and for grantinq access thereto. 
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(xi) Act 84 the principal ~pokeaman to the Congre•• 

for the Intelligenc::e Community and facilitate the use 

of for.igra intelligence pro~uc:ta by Con9reaa. 

(xii) Pxomote the davelopmnt md ma·intenance by 

the Central Intelliqence Agency of aervicea of ex>mmon 

concern to the Intelligence CoDlllUllity organizations, 

including multi-diaciplin• analyaia, national level 

intelligence product•, and a national lev.l current 

intelligence publication. 

(xiii) Eat.abliah uniform criteria for the identi

fication, .. 1ection, and ~aignation of relative prior

itie8 for the tranamiaaion of critical intelligence, 

and pmvida the Secretary o~ Defense with continuing 

guidance u to the colllllunicationa requir-nta of the 

Intelligence Commmity for the transmission of such 

intelligence. 

(xiv) Bstabliah such committees of colleatora, 

producers arid uaers of intelli9,911ce to uaist in bis 

conduct of hi• ~naibilitiea as he deenm appropriate. 

(xv) Consult with user• and pmducera of intelli

gence, including the Departments of State, Treasury, 

and Defense, the military aenicea, the Federal Bureau 

of Inveati9ation, the Bnergy le•ources and Development 

Administration, and the ~unail of Economic Advisors, 

to ensure the tiJ111lineaa, relevancy and quality of , 
the intelligence product. 
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(2) To •••i•t the Director of Central Intelli

gence in the superviaion and direction of the Intelli

gence camaunity, the position of Deputy to the Director 

of central Intelligence for the Intelligence Community 

is hereby established (Committee on Foreign Intelligence) 

(3) To aasist the Director of Central Intelli

gence in the superviaion and d~rection of the Central 

Intelligence Agency, the Director of Central Intel.l.igence 

shali, to the extent conaiatent with his statutory 

reaponaibilitiea, delegate the day-to-day operation of 

the Central Intelligence Agency to the Deputy Director 

of Central Intelligence (SO U.s.c. 403(a)). 

(4) To assist the DCI in the fulfillment of 

his raaponaibilitiea, the heads of all departments and 

agenciea ahall give him access to all information· . 

relevant to the foreign intelligence needs of the United 

States. Relevant information requested by the DCI shall 

be provided, and the DCI shall take appropriate steps 

to maintain its confidentiality. 

Sec. 4. Respon1ibilities and Pu.ties of the 

Intelliqepce Coppwlity. Purpoee. '!'he rules of operation 

prescribed by this section of the Order relate to the 

activities of our foreign intelligence agencies. In 

some instances, detailed implementation of this Executive 

order will be contained in classified documents because 

of the sensitivity of the information and its relation 
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to national security. All such claaaified instructions 

will be consistent with thi• Order. Unless otherwise 

apecified within thi• section, its provisiona apply 

to activities both inaide and outaide the United States, 

and all reference• to law are to applicable laws of the 

United States. Nothinq in thi• aection of thia order 

shall ~ construed to in.terfere with any law~orcement 

responaibility of any department or aqency. 

(a) Stnior Official• of the Iptelliqence cgwpunity. 

The senior officials of the CIA, Departments of State, 

Treasury and Defenae, ~ and the PBI ahall ensure 

that, in ~scharqinq tha. duties and responsibilities 

enumerattcl for their orqanizationa which relate to 

foreign intalliqence, they are responsive to the needs 

of the President, the Rational Security Council and 

other elements of the Government. In carryinq out their 

duties and responsibilities, senior officials ab.all 

ensure that all policies and directives relating- to 

intelliqence activities are carried out in accordance 

with law and this Order, includinq Section 5, and- shall: 

(1) Maka appropriate use of the capabilities 

of the other elements of the Intelliqence Community in 

order to achieve maximum efficiency. 

(2) Contribute in areas of his responsibility 

to the national intelligence products produced under 

auspices of the Director of Central Intelliqence. 
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(3) Establish internal policies and qu·ide-

lines governing employee conduct and ensuring that 

such are made 'known to, and acknowledged by, each 

employee. 

( 4) Provide for a strong and in.dependent 

organization for identification and inspection of, and 

reporting on, unauthorized activity. 

(5) Report to the Attorney General that informa-

tion which relates to detection or prevention of poaaible 

violationa of law by any per•on, including an employee 

of the aenior official'• department or agency. 

(6) Furniah to the Director of Central Intelli-

gence, the C!'I, the Operation•. Group, the Pre•icl•t' s. 

Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, and the Intelligence 

Oversight Board all of the information requirec! for. 

the performance of their respective duties. 

(7) Participate, as appropriate, in the 

provisiotl of services of common concern as directed by 

the Director of Central Intelligence and provide other 

departments and agencies with such mutual assistance 

as may be within his capabilities and as. may be required 

in the interests of the Intelligence Community for 

reasons of economy, effectiveness, or operational 

necessity. 
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(8) Protect intelli<Jence and intelliqence 

sourcea and methods within his department or aqency, 

consistent with policies and guidance of the Director 

of central Intelliqenc:e. 

(9) Conduct a continuing review of all claaai-

fied material originatinq within his organization and 

promptly decl~aifyinq such material. consistent with 

Execut~ve Order No. 11652, as amended. 

(10) Provide adminiatrative and aupp=t hnctiona 

require4 by his department or aqency. 

(b) The Cent;al Intelligence 151nc:y. All dnti•• 

and reaponaibilitiea of the Centlral Inteil.i.ganc:e AIJanc:y 
I 

shall be related to the foreign int:elliqenc:e functions 

outlined 'below. As au.~orizad by the Rational Security 

Act of 1947, as amen61d, the CIA Act of 1949, as wnded, 

and other laws, regulations, and directives, the Central 

Intelli9911ce Agency ahall: 

(1) Produce and dia ... inate foreiqn inteili-

gence relating to the national security, including 

foreign political, economic, scientific, technical, 

military, socioloqical, and qeoqraphic intell.i9911c:e, 

to meet the needs of the President, the National security 

Council, and other elements of the united States 

Government. 

(2) Develop and conduct programs to collect 

political, economic, scientific, technical, military, 

geographic, and soaioloqical information, not otherwise 
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obtainable, relating to foreign intelligence., in 

accordance with directives of the National Security 

council. 

(3) Collect and produce intelligence on 

foreign a•pects of international terrorist activities 

and traffic in narcoti.c:a. 

(4) Conduct foreign· counterintelliqenc:e 

activiti .. outside the united States and when in the 

. United St.ate• in coordination with the PBI subject 
I 

to the approval of the Attorney General. 

(5) Carry c;)ut such other apeclal activities 

in suppor:t of national foreiqn policy objectives as 

may be directed by the President or th• Natianal 

Security Council and 'which are within the limit.a of 

applicahle law. 

(6) Conduct, for the Intelliqence·Coiamunity, 

service• of common concern as directed by the National 

Security Council, such as monitorinq of foreign public 

radio and television broadcasts and f~reiqn preas 

services, collection of foreign intelligence informa~ 

tion from cooperatinq sources in the United States, 

acquisition and tranalation of foreiqn publications 

and photoqraphic interpretation. 

(7) Carry out or contract for research, 

development and procurement of technical systems and 

devices relating to the functions authorized in this 

subsection. 
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(8) Protect the security of its installations, 

activitiea, information and personnel. In order to 

maintain thia aecurity, the CIA shall conduct auch in•••ti
gations of applicants, employees, and other persona with 

aimilar &•aociationa with the CIA aa are . necessary •. 

(9) Conduct administrative, technical and auppon 

activities .in the United States ~r abroad as may be neces

sary to perform the f\mctiona deacribed in paragraphs (1) 

throu9h (8l above, inc:lucli.DCJ procur~t~ maintenance 

and trazwport: communications. and data processincJr 

recruitmmlt and trainingr the provision of personnel, 

financial. and medical services: development of essential 

cover and proprietary arran9 .... nts: enterinq into con

tracts and arran9~ta .with ·appropriate private companies 

and in•titutiona to prov.id• claasified. or uncl.asaified 

reae~rch, analytical and. developaental services an4 

specialized experti•er and entering into aiuiil.ar arrange

ments with academic inatitutions, provided CIA sponsor-

ship ia known to the appropriate senior officials of 

the academic µistitutiana and to aenior project officials. 

(c) The Depat:SMnt of Statt. The Secretary of 

State shal.l: 

(1) Collect, overtly, foreiqn political, 

political-military, sociological, economic, scientific, 

technical and associated biographic information. 
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(2) ~roduce and disseminate foreiqn intelli-

qence relatinq to United States forei911 policy aa 

requil.'ad for the execution of his reaponaibilitiea 

and in aupport of policy-maker• involved in foreign • • 

relation• within the United States Government. . 

· (3) Disseminate within the United State• 

G<'Jvernment. as appropriate. reports received frCll 

United States diplomatic missions abroad. 

(4) coordinate with the Director of Central 
. 

Intelliq•ce to ensure that united States intelligence 

activitie• and proqrama are uHful for and cona~tent 

with United State• foreign policy. 

(5) Tranaait reportil'lCJ requirement. of the 

~telli9enc:a Community to our Chiefa of Mission• abroad 

and provide guidance for their collection ·effort. 

(6) 

cjuidanC. for its collection of intelliqence baaed on 

the need• of those responsible for foreiqn policy decisions. 

(7) Support Chiefs of Missions in diacharqinq 

their reaponaibilitiea to direct and coordinate the 

activities of al~ elements of their missions. 

(d) The DepartJ9ent of the Traaaury. The Sacre-

tary of the Treasury shall: 

(1) collect, overtly, foreiqn financial and 

monetary information. 
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(2) Participate with the Department of State 

in the overt collection of qeneral f oreiqn economic 

information. 

(3) Produce that intelliqence required for the 

execution of the Secretary's interdepartmental reapon-

sibilitiu and the miaaion of the- Department of the 

'l'reaaw:y. 

(4) Contribute intelliqence and quidance 

· required for the development of national .. intell~gen~ 

(5) Diaaeminate within the O'nited State• 

GoverDMDt, •• appropriate-,-- foreiqn intelligence. informa-

tion acquired. 

(e) DepartMpt of pefenae. 

(1) The Secretary of Defense shall: 

(i) Collect foreiqn military intelliqence inform-

ation '' well aa military-related foreign intelligence 

information, includinq acientific, technical, political 

and econcmic information as required for the execution 

of his responsibilities. 
. 

(ii) Produce and disseminate, as appropriate, 

intelliqence empha•~ainq foreiqn military capabilitiea 

and intentions and scientific, technical and economic 

developments pertinent to his responsibilities. 

(iii) conduct such programs and missions necessary 

to fulfill national intelliqence requirements as 

determined by the CFI. 
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(iv) Direct, ., fund and ope~ate the· National 

SecurityAqency, and national, defenae and military 

intelli941nce and reconnaissance entiti•• as required. 

(v) Conduct, aa the ex•c:utive aqent of the Ollited 

States Government, aignals intelligence activities and 

communication• security. 

(vi) Provide for the t~ly tranamission of 

critical intelliqenc:e, as defined by the Director of 

Central Intelligence, within the UAited Statea Qovern

ment, except aa otherwise approved by the CPI. 

(2) In carrying out the•e aaaiqned reapon

aibilitiea, the Secretary of Defenae i• authorized to 

utiliza the following: 

(i) Th• Defense Intelligence Ac)anc:y (whoae functions, 

authoriti•• and reapo~aibiliti•• are currently publicly 

assigned by Depart;ment of Defense Dir~ive No. 5105.21) 

to: 

(A) Produce or provide military intelli

gence for the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs 

of Staff, other Dafenae components, and, as appropriate, 

non-Defenae agenciea. 

(B) Coordinate all Department of Defense 

intelligence collection requirements and manage. the 

Defense Attache system. 

(C) Establish subatantive intelligence 

priority goals and objectives for the Department of 

Defense and provide quidance on substantive intelligence 

matter• to all major Defense intelligence activities. 
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{D) · Review and ~taiA cognizance over 

all plana, policies and procedure• for noncryptologic 

intellic.ieno• f\lnction• of the Department of Defenae. 

(E) Provide intelliq~ st.af~ aupport 

as directed by the Joint Chiefa of Staff. 

{ii) The Rational Security Aqency, whoae functiona, 

authorities and reaponaibilitiea ahall include: 

{A) Eatallliahment and operation o~ an effecti~e 

unified orvanintlon !or-the signals intelliqanc:e activities 

of the united States Government, except for certain opera,,,-
tiana which are normally exercised throuqh appropriate 

element• of the military command atructure. or by the CIA. 

(B) Exerciae contzol over signals intelli-

qence collection and processing' activities of the Govern-

ment, deleqatinq to an appropriate agent specified re-

sources for such period• and tub as required for the 

direct aupport of military commanders. 

(C) Collection, processing and diaaemination 

of signal• intelligence in accordance with objectives, 

requirements, and priorities eatabliahed by the Director 

of central Intelliqence. 

(D) Dissemination of signals· intelliqance 

to all authorized· el .. ents of the Government, includinq 

the Armed Services, as requested •. 

(E) Serving under the Secretary of Defense 

as the central c01l1mWlicationa securi.ty authority of the 

United States Government. 
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(P) Conduct of research and development 

to meet the needs of the United States for signals 

intelli9ence Ud communications securi ey. · 

(iii) Special offices for ·th• collection of 

apecialized intelligence through reconnaiaaance proqrama, 

whose functiona, authorities, and reaponaibilitiea shall 

include: 
• 

(A) C&rryinCJ out conllOlidated prOC)rama 

for reconnaiaaance. 

(B) A.aaigning r~~aibility to the various 

department• and aqenciea of the Government, according 

to their capabilitiea, for the research, development, 

procurement, operationa and control of d-ignated meana 

of collection. 

(iv) Su~h other offices within the Departnmlt 

of Defense ae shall be deemed appr_opriate for conduct 

of the intelligence miaaiona and responsibilities assigned 

to the Secretary of De.fen••· 

(f) Energy Mtevs;b and Develmmppt Adminiaqation. 

The Administrator of the Energy Research and Development 

Administration shall: 

(1) Produce intelligence required for the 

execution of his responsibilities and the mission of 

the Energy Research and Development Administration, herein-

after referred to as ~, including the area of nuclear 

and atomic energy. 

/ 
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(2) Di••eminate such intelligence and provide 

technical and analytical expertiae to other Intelligence 

Community organiaationa and be responsive to the guidance 

of the Director of Central Intelligence and the CClllllllittee 

on Foreign Intelligence. 

· (3) Participate with other Intelligenc. Community 

agencie• and departments in formulating collection require

menta where ita apec:ial technical expertise can c:Qntributa 

to such collection requirementa. 

(g) TM r14eral Bureau of Invutigation. Under· ,........ 
the super.viaion of the Attorney General and purauant to 

such regulationa as the Attorney.General may eata])liah, 

the Director of the PBI shall: 

(1) · ~etect and prevent espionage, sabotage, 

subveraion, &nd other unlawful activities by or on beJ;ialf 

of foreiqn powers through such lawful counterintelligence 

operation• within tha United Statea, including electronic 

surveillance, aa are necessary or useful for such purposes. 

(2) conduct within th• united States and its 

territories, when requested by o~ficials of the Intelli

gence CClllllNnity designated by the Preaideiit, those lawful 
. 

activities, including electronic aurveillance, authorized 

by the President and specifically approved by the Attorney 

General, to be undertaken in support of foreign intelli-

gence collection requirements of other intelligence agencies. 
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(3) Collect foreiqn intelliqence by lawful 

means within the United States and its territories when 

requ••~ by official• of the Intelliqence COllllWlity 

desiqnate4 by the Preaident to make such :-equeata. 

(4) Disseminate, as appropriate, foreicjn 

intelli9911ce and counterintelliqence in~ormation which 

it acquire• to appropriate Federal a119nciea-, State and 

local law enforcement agencies and cooperatinq foreign. 

qovernll9Dta. 

(5) carry out or contract for research, 

develop•tnt and procurement of technical ayst ... and 

devices relatinq to the functiona authorized above. 

sec:. 5. Re1tricti991 on IRttlliggce Activitiu. 

Information about the cap&bilitiea, intention• and 

activiti•• of . other government• is eaaential to informed 

decisiaa~·mald.nq in th• field of national defenH and 

fareiqn relationa. 'the measures employed to aoqUire 

such information should be re9P0Daive to the l~it.iaate 

needs of our Government and muat be conducted in a manner 

which preaervea and re9P1Cta our eatabliahed concepts 

of privacy and our civil liberties. 

Recent events have clearly indicated the desirability 

of government-wide direction which will ensure a proper 

balancinq of these interests. This aaction of this Order 

does not authorize any activity not previously authorized 
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and doe• not provide exemption frca uy· re•trictiona 

otherwi•• applicable. Unless otberwille specified, the 

pro~iaiona of thia section apply to activities both 

inside and out•ide th• united States. References to 

law are to applicable laws of the united States. 

(a) · D•finition1. As uaed in thia section of this 

Order, the followinq terms ahall have the meaniliqa 

ascribed to t:h- below: 

(1) "Collection" -an• any one or more of 

the gathering, analyaia, disa-ination or storacJa of 

non-publicly available information without the informed 

expre•• consent of th• subject of the information. 

(2) "Countarintelli98Qce" means information 

concerninq the protection of foreign intelligence or 

of national ~ecurity information and its collection 

from detection or diacloaure. 

(3) "Electronic surveillance'' mean• acquisition 

of a ~on-public ccm1RU1ication by electronic meana, 

without the consent of a person who is a party to, or, 

in the caae of a non-electronic conmunication, visibly 

present at, the communication. 

(4) "Employee" means a person employed 

by, a.signed or detailed to, or actinq for a United 

States foreign intalliqen~e aqency. 
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(5) "Foreign intelliqence" mean• infonaation 

concernincJ the capabilitiea, intentions an~ activities 

of any foreign pciwttr, or of any non-United Stat•• 

peraon, whether within or· outside th• United Stataa, or 

concerning areas outside th• united States. 

(6) .. Poreign intelligenc:e qancy .. meana the 

Central Intelligence Aqency, National Security Agency, 

and Defanae Intelligence A9ancy1 and !w:t:her inc:ludea 

any other department or agency of th• United State• 

Government or ccmponant thereof while it is engacJed 

in the collection of foreign intelligence or c:ount.er

intelliqence, but shall not include any such department, 

ag.-icy or component thereof to the extant that it ia 

engaged in it• authorized civil or criminal law enforce

ment func:tiona1 nor ahall it include in any c&H tha 

Pederal Bureau of Inveatigation. 

(7) "Rational aecurity information• bu the 

meaning ucribecl to it in Executive order No. 11652, 

as amended. 

(8) "Physical aurveillanae" means continuing 

visual obaarvation by any meansr or acquisitian of a 

non-public communication by a person not a party thereto 

or visil:>ly present thereat throuqh any means which does 

not involve electronic surveillance. 
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(9) -"United States person• means United 

States citizens, aliena admitted to the United States 

for peraaan~t residence and corporation.a or other organ

izati0ft8 incorporated or organized in the United States. 

(b) Restrictiopa on Collect.j.on. Foreign intell.i

gence aqenci•• shall not. engaqa in any of the follow

in\ acti vi tie a: 

(l) Phyaical surveillance directed aqainat a 

united Stat•• paraon, unleaa it ia a lawful ·aurveillance 

conductecl pursuant to proc•dures approved by the head 

of the foreiqn intelligence ~ency and direct8d against 

any of the followinq: . 

(i) A preaent or former employ.• of such agency. 

its present or former· contractors or their present or 

former aaployees, for the purpoee of protec:tinq foreign 

intelliqenca or counterintelligence aources or method.a 

or national security information from unauthorized 

disclosure: or 

(ii) a United States person, who is in contact 

with either such a preaent or form..: contractor or 

employee or with a non-United State• person who is the 

subject of a foreiqn intelligence or counterintell.iqence 

inquiry, but onl.y to the extent necessary to identify 

such United States person1 or 

(iii) a United States person outside the united 

States who is reasonably believed to be acting on behalf 

J 
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of a foreign power or engaging in international terroriat 

or narcotic• activitiea or activitiea threatening the 

national aec::urity. 

(2) Electronic aurveillance to intercept 

a coaaunication which ia made frOlll, or is intended by 

the aender to be received in, the Utiitecl States, or directed 

againat muted Statea peraons abroad, ~pt lawful . . . 
electronic aurveillanca under procedur• approvec! by the 

Attorney General: proyid!d• that tbe C.tral Intelµ.geace ' 

A.genc:y •hall not perfona electronic .UZV.illance within 

the United Stat-, except for the purpoae of teating' 

aquipman1: under procaduru approved by the Attorney General 

conaiatent with law. 

(3) unconaented physical ••arches within the 

United Statea: or unconaented physical aearc:hea directed 

aqainst United States peraona abroad, .Xcept lawfUl 

aearC!hea under proc~dure• approved by the Attorney General. 

(4) Openinq of mail or examination of envelope• 

of mail in unite~ Stataa postal channels except in accord-

ance with applicable atatutes and regulations. 

(5) · BxaminaUon of Pederal tax returns or tax 

information except in accordance with applicable atatutes 

and requlaUons. 

(6) Infiltration or undisclosed participation 

within the United States in any organization for the . 
purpose of reporting on or influencing its activities 
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or member•: except such infiltration or participation 

with re•pec:t to an organization compoaed primarily of 

non-united State• pertiona which is reasonably believed 

to be acting on behalf of a foreign power. 

(7) Collection of information, however 

acquired; concerning the domestic activities of United 

States per•ons mccep"t: 

(i) Information concerning corporations or other 

commercial organizationa which conatitutes foreign 
•. 

intelli991lCe or counterintelligence. 

(ii) Information concerniDJ pre•ent or former 

employee•, preaent or fomer contractors or their present 

or former employeea, ~r applicant• fo~ any such employ-

ment or ccmtractinq, necessary to protect foreign 

intelliqence or counterintelligence sources or methods 

or national security information frca unauthorizecl 

discloaurer and the identity of persons in contact with 

the foregoinq or with a non-United States peraon who 

is the .ubject of a foreign intelliqenc:e or counter-

intelligence inquiry. 

(iii) Information concerning persona who are 

reasonably believed to be potential sources or contacts, 

but only for the purpose of deteraininq the suitability 

or credibility of such persona. 
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(iv) Poreign intelligence or count:erintelligence 

gathered abroad or from electronic •urveillance conducted 

in ccaspliuc• ~ith Section S(b) (2): or :foreign intelli-

gence acquired from cooperating sources in the United 

States. 

(v). IAformation m>out a United States person wbo 

is reaaoaably believed to be acting on behalf of a 

foreign power or engaqintJ in international terrorist 

or naraaiUo. actiri.ti ... 

(vi) Information· concuninf per~ or activities . 
that po• a clear tb.-t to foreip intalliqence. a9ancy 

facilitie• or par11onnel, Drovi4f4. that ·~ .information 

i• retained only by tlle foreign intelligence aqency , 

threatened and that proper coordination with the l'aderal 

Bureau of Invaatigatian ia aceo11pliabed. 

(a) Di•••'ption Md storag. Bothinq in this 

section of this Order shall prohibits 

(1.) Lawful dissemination to the appropriate 

law enforcement agand.ea of incidantally gathered. 

inforJD&tion indicating invo1.v--t in activiti• which 

may be in violation of law. 

(2) Storage of information required by lawt 

to be retained. 

(3) Dissemination to foreign intelligence 

agencies of information of the subject matter types 

listed in Section S(b) (7). 
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(d) Reatrictiona on 1Xptriment1tion. l'oreign 

intelligence agenciea ahall not engage in etq>erimenta-

tion with ch'uqa on human •ubjecta, except with the 

informed conaent, in writing and witneaaed by a dis.inter-

eated third party, of each auch human aub.ject and in 

accordance with the guideline• iaaued by the Jlational 

Ccmdaaion for th• Protection .of Buman Subject.a for 

Biomedical and Bebaviaral .. aearcb. · 

< •> A••,Ytanc;• to Tr •cersmrt A•#IQriti11. 

(1) Bo foreign intelligence ~ shall, 

except •• expr••ly authorized by law (i). provide aervic:ea, 
. . 

equipment, per90nnel or taciliti•• to the Law Bnfor~t 

Aaaiatance A<bliniatration or to State ~r local police 

organisationa of the United State• or (ii) participate 

in or fund any law enforcement activity within the united 

Sta tea. 

(2) Th••• prohil>itiona •hall ~. however, 

preclude: (i) cooperation between a foreign intelliCJWe 

agency and appropriate law enforcement. aqenc:i•• for the 

purpoae of protecting the peraonnel and facilitiea of 

the foreign intelligence aqency or preventing eapionacJe or 

other criminal activity related to foreiga intelligence 

or counterintelligence or (ii) provision of apecializ9d 

equipment or technical knowledge for use by any otbar 

Federal department or agency. 
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(f) Aa.ignment of Per19M1l. An employ- of a 
. 

foreign intelligence agency detailed elaewhere within. 

the Federal Government shall be responsible to the 

boat aAJ•Cl' and ahall not report to such ampioyee· • • 

parent agency on the affair• of the host aqency, except 

as may ~ directed by the latter. The head of the 

host agency, and any successor, ahall be informed of the 

detail-'• association with the ~ent agency. 

(41) Pr.gbihitiop pf AIM1t1 Mt"•• lfo uiploy9e of 

the United States G~amaent shall enqaqe in, or con-

spire to engage in, political aa ... aination. 

(Jl) . TP?\tMDtatiqp·. 

(1) This aec:tion of thi• Order sha11 b8 

effective on March 1, 1976. Bach. d91partment and agency 
\ 

affected by this section of this Ordiar llhall p.rcnpt.ly 

issue internal directives to illplement this section 

with raepect to its foreign intelligence and counter-

intelli~ce operatiQn!. 

(2) The Attorney General shall, within ninety 

days of the effective data of thia MCtian of this 

Order, iaaua guideline• relating to ac:tivitiea of the 

Federal Bureau of Inv .. tigation in the areas of foreiqn 

intelliCJeftc• and counter.intelligence. · 

Sac. 6. oversight of Intelliqtpca organi.zatiops. 

(a) There is hereby establish~ an Intelliqance 

Oversi91'lt Board, he·reinafter referred to as the ovar-

sight Board. 



(1) _The OV•r.aiqht Board aball have three 

member• vho shall be appointed. by the President and who 

shall be from outside the Government and be qualified 
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on the baaia o~ ability, knowled.qe, diveraity of back

qround and experience. The members of the overaiqht 

Board may alao serve on the Preai4ent'a Poreiqn Intelli

qence Advisory Board (Bxecutive Order No. 11460 of 

March 20, 1969). Ho ~er of the _OVersiqht Board 

•liall bav. any peraonal contractual relationllhip with 

any agency or department of the Intelliqence Coanunity. 

(2) On• mmber of .the e>veraiqht Board shall 

be designated by th• President •• ita Chai~. 

(3) The overaiqht Board ahalls 

(i) Receive and conaider report• by Inspectors 

General and General Counsels of the Intelliqanc:e Com

munity cancerninq activities that raiae questiona of 

leqality or propriety. 

(ii) Review periodically th• practice• and pro

cedur.. of the Inap.ctora General and General Counaels 

of the Intelligence community deaigned to discover and 

report to the OVeraiqht Board activities that raiae 

queationa of legality or propriety. 

(iii) Review periodically wi~ each member of 

the Intelliqence Comnunity their internal quid~linea 

to enaure their adequacy. 
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(iv) Report periodicallY,, at least quarterly, 

to th• Attorney General and th• Preaident on ita findinqa. 

(v) Report in a timely' manner to the Attorney 

General and to the Pr .. ident any activities that raise 

serioua questions abO\lt leqality. 

(vi) Report in a timely manner to the President 

any aat:.ivitiea that raiae aerioua qu•ations about propriety. 

. (b) Inapectora General and Gen.-al Counsel• within 

the InQlligence Cammi ty shall: 

. (1) Tranaait to the overaiqht Board repc:>rta 

of any activitiea that aome to their attention that raise 

qu•ationa of legality or propriety. 

(2) Report periodically, at least quarterly, 

to the <>veraiqht Board on its findbCJ• concerniiaq 

questionable activitiea, if any. 

(3) Provide to the 0Verai9ht Board all informa

tion requeated about activities within their reapective 

department• or aqenciea. 

(4) Report to the OVeraiqht Board any occasion 

on which they were direc1;ed not to report any activity 

to the Ovaraiqht Board by their agency or·departamnt 

heada. 

(5) Formulate practices and procedures 

desiqned to discover and report to the OVersiqht Board 

activiti .. that raise questions of legality or propriety. 

(c) Beads of intelliqance aqancies or depart-

ments shall: 



(1) Report periodically· to tha oversight 

Board on any activitiea of their organizations that 

raiae q\&eationa of letality or propriety. 

(2) Instruct their employees to cooperate 

fully with the oversight Board. 
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(3) Ensure that Inapectora General and 

General Counaala of their agency have acceas to any 

information naca•aary to perform· their duti .. aaaiqnad 

by paratraph (4) of thia aect~on. 

(d) The Attorney General shalli 

(1) Receive and consider reports from th• 

ovaraig'h~ Board. 

(2) Report periodically, at least quarterly, 

to the Praaiden~ with respect to activities of the 

Intelligence Comunity, if any, Which raise quaatiozµs 

of leqality. 

(e} The OVaraight Board shall receive staff support. 

No peraon wh~ serves on the •taff of the oversight Board 

shall have· any contractual or .. ployment relationahip 

with any department or agency in the Intelligence 

Community. 

(f) The President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory 

Board established by Executive Order No. 11460 of · 

March 20, 1969, remains in effect. 
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Sec. 7. Secrec:v Protection. 

(a) In o~der to improve the protection of sources 

and method• of intelligence, all members of the Bxecutive 

branch and its contractors given access to information 

containing source• or methods of intelligence ahall, as 

a condition of obtaining access, ' sign an agreement that 

they will no~ discloae that infotaation to persona not 

authorised to receive it. 

(b) In the event of any 'Unauthorized disclosure 

of information concerning sources or methods of intelli

gence, the names of any persons fOun.d to have made 

unauthorized disclosure shall be forwarded (1) to the 

head of apPlicable departments or agencies for appropriate 

disciplinary action: and (2) to the Attorney General 

for appropriate legal action. 

(c) In the event of any threatened unauthorized 

discl09ure of information concerning sources or methods 

of intelligence by a person who has agreed not to make 

such diacloaure, the details of the threatened cliaclosure 

shall be transmitted to the Attorney General for appro

priate leqal action, including the •••king of a judicial 

order to prevent such disclosure. . 

(d) In further pursuit of the need to provide 

protection for other significant areas of intelligence, 

the Director of Central Intelligence is authorized to 

promulgate rules and regulations to expand the scope 
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secured from tho•• peraons who, aa an 

aspect of their relationship with the United States 

Governmmit, have acceaa to clasaified intelligence 

material. 

Sec. 8. EnaJ?linq pata. 

(a) The Caamittee on Poreign Intelligence and 

.the Director of central Intelligence shall provide for 

detail.94 illplementation of thia order by iillauing 

appropriate directive•. 

(b) All exiatin9 National Security Council and 

Director of Central Intelligence directives shall be 

amended to be consistent with this Order· within ninety 

days of it• effective date. 

(a) This Order shall aupera-4• the Presidential 

Memoriandum of Hovember S, 1971, on the "Organisation 

and Management of the U.S. Poreign Intelligence Community." 

(d) Heads of departments and aqenciea within the 

Intelligence COl'llllunity shall iaaue supplementary directi~es .. 
to their organizations consistent with this Order within 

ninety days of its effective date. 

(•) This Order will be implemented within current 

manninq authorizations of the Int_elliqence COlllllUllity. 

To this end, the Director of the Office of Management 

and Budqet will facilitate the required realignment of 

personnel positions. The Director of the Office of 

Management and Budget will also assist in the allocation 

of appropriate facilities. 

GERALD R. FORD 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

February 18 , 197 6 • 
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MR. NESSEN: I think you have had by now the Executive 
Order and fact sheet, I hope, long enough to read it and make 
some sense out of it. As you know, that material and this 
briefing are embargoed for noon release, the time at which the 
material will be delivered to Congress. 

For the briefing today, we have Jack Marsh, Counsellor 
to the President, who coordinated the President's efforts to 
study and reorganize the intelligence community; Attorney 
General Levi, Brent Scowcroft, the Assistant to the .P,.esident 
for National Security Affairs; Mike Duval, who t:'ls 1 e 
Executive Director of the group here at the Whi~e House which 
studied the matter and proposed options for reor•ganizing the 
intelligence community; and George Bush, the Director of 
Central Intelligence. 

The first thing we would like to do is to give you 
precisely what the President gave to the Members of Congress 
last evening at 6 o'clock without removing anything but 
showing you exactly the presentation that he made to the 
Members of Congress. 

Now this requires the presentation of some slides 
on the screen and a narration by Jack Marsh. We will do that 
first and then I think open it up for your questions. 

MR. MARSH: Thank you, Ron. 

What I would like to do is to give you a sort of 
a summary of the package that you have. This is the 
presentation that Ron mentioned that was given to Members 
of the Congress last eveniri'g in positions of leadership 
under jurisdiction of the committee. This is the same presentation 

·that was given to the Meinbers of the House and Senate last 
evening. 

MORE 
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This is also the same pr'.'!Sentation that the President 
gave--substantially the same as he gave to members of the 
intelligence coordinating gr•oup which, of course, included 
the Secretary of Defense, Secret:ary of State, Director of the 
CIA, Attorney General and other members of that committee. 

The objectives, as are noted on the slide there, 
the twofold. objectives -- one to strengthen the United States 
intelligence community and at the same time observe these 
traditional constitutional liberties -- were the two overriding 
considerations that were part of the President's program. 

The President decided to try and do this principally 
through the means of the Executive Order as opposedtto a major 
emphasis on legislation. Traditionally, in the intelligence 
community, a great deal of the management of the intelligence 
community has been achieved by internal memorandum,by 
Executive Orders and this was the approach that the President 
decided that he would use. 

He also would Sft out in the Executive Order, which 
I am sure you have noticed,a portion of that which we refer to 
as the restrictions order that provides the guidelines and also 
states the prohibitions of those things the community are not 
supposed to do. 

In there, as a part of this Omnibus Executive Order 
is the new command structure which he mentioned last evening. 
It is significant to note also that he has charged the NSC to 
conduct semi-annual reviews of the intelligence operation and 
particularly as to the adequacy of the intelligence problem. 

Also, significantly, he decided to go outside of 
Government, to go outside of the Administration and set up 
a three member Intelligence Oversight Board. Those are 
the three individuals chaired by former Ambassador Robert 
Murphy, former Secretary of the Army Stephen Ailes, and Leo 
Cherne, who serves on the PFIAB. These three individuals 
will also be members of the President's Foreign Intelligence 
Advisory Board. 

Now, in order for you to have an understanding of 
just what was being addressed, it is frequently not known 
as to what is the American intelligence community. The 
intelligence community of the United States is made up of the 
agencies you see on the slides -- the CIA the Department of 
Defense. It has four subordinate subdivisions in the intelligence 
area: one, the Defense Intelligence Agency; the National 
Security Agency; third, the various intelligence agencies of 
the respective services -- those that you have in the Army, 
Navy and the Air Force -- and then the special of fices for 
reconnaissance in the Depart~ent of Defense. 

MORE 
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The Department of State has an intellig;:.:1ce capability 
in the Bureau of Intelligence and Research~as does the Department 
of Justice; of course we know, particularly in the field of 
counter-intelligence in the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
There is an intelligence capability in the Department of Treasury 
and also one that is likely to be overlooked in the field of the 
nuclear energy, ERDA, which has a responsibility for atomic and 
nuclear intelligence. 

In order to address the intelligence matter, the 
President decided in September that .~ would establish an 
Intelligence Coordinating Group. The mission of that group would 
be twofold: One, to deal in a day-to-day manner with the requests 
and requirements ··of the Select Committees that were investigating 
and holding hearings on the intelligence community,and, secondly, 
while it was engaged in that process, to also begin a second 
try to develop a management program to address a number of 
the areas that he has addressed in the Omnibus Executive 
Order. 

The members of the Intelligence Coordinating Group 
were the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, the 
Attorney General, the Director of Central IntelligeNce, the 
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, 
the Director of OMB, the Counsel to the President~ the 
Counsellor to the President as Chairman, and as the 
Executive Director, Michael Duval. 

This group met quite frequently and at times back in 
October and November and December almost on a daily basis. 
The principals did not always attend, but very frequently they 
would, particularly the Attorney General, who attended many 
of those meetings or they were represented, if they were not 
there, by one of their principal deputies. 

The President's Executive actions really encompass 
three broad areas of action -- his Omnibus Executive Order that 
provides both guidelines and restrictions, a new command 
structure, and an oversight mechanism. 

He also will suggest a minimum of legislation 
principally aimed at protecting the security or secrecy cf 
classified information. He will endorse legislation that would 
prohibit assassination of fo~eign leaders in times of peace and 
he will also ask the Congreos a.nd meet with them to discuss 
legislation that will relate to two areas: One, electronic 
surveillance, and, secondly, the unauthorized opening of 
mail. 

He is also suggesting to the Congress a form of 
oversight to hopefully reduce the proliferation of Congressional 
committees that do address themselves in the intelligence 
area. 

It is interesting, his decision was that he felt there 
should be a summary of the activities of the departments and 
agencies in the intelligence area and to that extent has 
proposed a type of policy guidelines or modified charters for 
publication in order not only that the American people would 
know what these agencies are and what their general missions were, 
but, secondly, that the agencies themselves would have certain 
parameters that would be the areas of their principal 
responsibilities. 

MORE 
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Now, let's look at the first major area that the President 
has addressed and this is in the NSC. The NSC does continue 
and will continue to have the principal responsibility for the 
integration of domestic and foreign policies and military 
policies as they relate to the national security. It has its 
four statutory members with whom you are familiar, but it will 
conduct now,at the direction of the President, a semi-annual 
review: 

One, as to the needs of policymakers for adequate 
intelligence as to whether it is timely, whether it addresses 
the problem as to its quality; secondly, the NSC will be charged 
to be certain that the intelligence community is operating 
both effectively and efficiently in the collection of intelligence 
and also they will review the appropriateness of ongoing covert 
types of operations and other sensitive collection missions 
that may have been authorized. 

The Assistant to the President for National Security 
Affairs, Brent Scowcroft, will have the principal responsibility 
for the conduct of the semi-annual reviews. 

Now this is an area that should be of considerable 
interest. It is an effort that has been made by the President 
to address the question of management and resou1..,ce control or 
resource allocation inside the intelligenca community. For the 
purpc-se of budget review and control and resource allocation, 
the President has establisr ed a three member co;mni tt:sc. 
T11e ~hairman of that committee will be the Dirr.:..!tor of Central 
Intelligence. The other two members of that committee will 
be the Deputy Secretary of Defense, Robert Ells .·1::>rth, who will 
have a principal authority in the Departrr.ent of Defe se for 
ir.tel ligence, and the third member will the Deputy Agsistant 
to General Scowcroft, Bill Hyland. 

This three member committee will have budffet 
p:-:iep · t 1 ti on, they will prepare the budget before it ,~oes to 
OMB for review. Also, they will handle re-prog:;:-amnn.--;.g 
requests. They will establish the management policies inside 
the community and they will carry out the NSC policy decisions. 

Now, in the event there is disagreement inside 
the three member committee chaired by Director Bush, they 
may make an appeal from a decision of the three member committee; 
the committee itself may make an appeal, or any member of the 
NSC, and particularly the Secretary of Defense, who is a member 
of the NSC, if he has a question about a decision of that three 
member committee, they may pull the decision into the NSC on an 
automatic review. 

Now over in the field of the production of intelligence, 
the production of the intelligence after it is collected, this 
remains the principal responsibility, however, of the DCI. 
The Director of Central Intelligence will still have the 
responsibility for doing that. The Director of Central 
Intelligence, it is iterated and restated that he will be and 
will continue to be the President's principal advisor in the 
field of foreign intelligence. 
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The DCI, in undertaking his responsibilities, may 
establish such committees or subcommittees as he deems 
requisite. 

Now, this is the old 40 Committee, a revamping 
and a restructuring of the old 40 Committee, and there are 
several areas that I think you will find of interest here. 
One, the name of this group will be called the Operations 
Advisory Group. The membership will be changed and the 
membership will be principals. It will be the Secretary of 
State, the Secretary of Defense, the Director of CIA, 
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs and two observers -- the 
Attorney General and the Director of OMB -- and in the latter, 
two such individuals as they might designate to attend the 
meeting. 

It is anticipated, however, that the meetings will be 
attended by principals. The meeting will be chaired by 
Brent Scowcroft, this particular group will be chaired by 
Brent Scowcroft, and it is expected the principals will attend 
unless,for some reason, they are out of the city or there is 
some other conflict that they have that makes it impossible for 
them to be there. 
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They shall undertake these duties that are assigned 
here. They will consider and make recommendations together 
with dissents to the President on the proposals for covert 
operations and all sensitive collection systems, and they 
will make a periodic review and submit a report to the 
NSC of these ongoing operations and missions. They will 
meet as a group and will conduct formal meetings as a group 
in the consideration of their efforts. 

Now this is a schematic diagram of the American 
intelligence community as it exists today. Now I will 
show you a diagram of the new system, but under the old 
system the American intelligence community has operated 
on a series of interlocking committees, executive committees, 
that sought to achieve a number of things that the President 
has sought to accomplish by this streamlined system and 
focusing into the Committee on Foreign Intelligence. This 
is the old schematic diagram and the next slide will show 
you the new schematic diagram. 

As I mentioned, a part of this operation is 
right here, your three-member committee chaired by Director 
Bush, and then you have our Advisory Operation Group here 
which is the old 40 Committee. 

I should point out that it is envisio~ed that 
under this system it may be necessary, or Mr. Bush may 
want to set up certain committees or subcommittees in 
order to accomplish the functions that are necessary to 
be achieved. 

Now let's move over into the areas that focus 
on some of the charters that we can read into your Omnibus 
Executive Order. There are several points that I would 
like to make. 

The President is expecting that the senior officer 
of each department or agency will be the responsible officer, 
the accountable officer for the conduct of that agency 
and its compliance with this Executive Order which includes 
the restrictions that are set out in that order. 

Director Bush and those who work with him will 
have the responsibility to establish a system of Inspector 
Generals for., not monitoring but auditing of the activities 
of the community; andthe NSC, the Committee on Foreign 
Intelligence and the Intelligence Oversight Board will also 
have a responsibility as to the strengthening of those 
Inspector Generals systems inside the departments and 
agencies. 

As I mentioned to you, the President felt that 
it would be helpful to make a disclosure, to the extent 
that it could be done, of the role and function and duties 
of the various components of the intelligence community. 
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There will, of course, still remain some areas 
in which there will be classified instructions or matters 
that relate to their activities and functions, but this 
is probably the first time that there has been laid out 
for public disclosure an establishment of certain parameters 
and modified guidelines or policy charters that we have 
had in the intelligence community today. 

I will not go through these because they are 
set out there for you more fully in the material that you 
have, but we will run through them just very quickly. 

The areas you will see·-the State, the Treasury-
will be over in the field of economic intelligence, State 
through its Bureau of Intelligence and research -- these 
are spelled out more fully. 

I would want to point out the defense. You will 
find in your Executive Order a discussion of the role and 
function and mission of the National Security Agency. 
Additionally set out are the duties and functions of the 
DIA--Defense Intelligence Agency, which has been set out 
itself publicly at an earlier time; ERDA, which I mentioned 
to you; the Federal Bureau of Investigation. In this area 
we are principally talking in terms of their role in 
espionage and sabotage and collecting foreign intelligence 
in the United States. 

Now let me give you a little background here 
when you read into your Restrictions Order. The Restrictions 
Order is one of the most complex documents that you will 
read. It represents literally months and months of work, 
interdepartmental staff work. The restrictions that are 
there are the joint product of the departments and agencies 
represented in the eoordinating Group -- that is, Defense 
and State and CIA -- and this chart here simply in a very 
generic way assigns the areas addressed but you have to 
go into the Restrictions Order and read it precisely to 
identify each of these subjects. 

But it restricts or prohibits in the following 
areas -- the collection of analysis and information on 
domestic activities of United States citizens, and it 
points out there how that can be done through either as 
authorized by law and with the procedures established by 
the Attorney General--and I am sure there may be questions 
here that he will want to respond to--and it does address 
the question of unconsented physical searches of electronic 
surveillance of U.S. persons; it reiterates the prohibition' 
against illegally obtaining Federal tax returns in order 
to obtain information; it places restrictions in reference 
to the infiltration of groups to influence or report on 
them and severely prohibits that activity to the CIA except 
in a very narrow exception of where the members of the 
group are principally non-U.S. persons and where that group 
is believed reasonably to be controlled by a foreign power. 
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Experimenting with drugs on humans without 
informed consent is prohibited unless the consent is obtained 
voluntarily in the presence of a third party and that 
research is conducted according to standards established 
by the Commission on Biomedical Research. The correct 
name of that Commission is more fully set out. 

It does spell out and limit the manner in which 
information might be shared internally in the intelligence 
community. It places restrictions on the assignment of 
personnel, in that personnel in the intelligence community 
cannot be assigned without disclosures being made as to 
who those individuals are and also places certain restraints 
on what they may report back to their parent agency. 

It sets up prohibitions against providing assistance 
to law enforcement agencies in violation of law unless 
authorized by statute and with the approval of the Attorney 
General. 

It places severe limitations on the testing of 
electronic surveillance equipment in the United States 
unless au~horized by law and with procedures established 
by the Attorney General. As you read through this, you 
will see in many, many instances the words "as established," 
"procedures established by the Attorney General," and it 
makes reference to U.S. statutes. 

The exceptions there are also set out. They 
are ~uite limited on the collecting of information on 
activities of U.S. persons and in many instances I think 
you will find that these relate to the employees of, for 
example, the Central Intelligence Agency or the contractors 
or people who might be seeking to deal with them, and also 
the question of counterintelligence and counterespionage 
activities which, of course, moves over into the field of 
the FBI. -

It should be pointed out here that in those 
particular areas where there are normal law enforcement 
responsibilities of an agency -- for example, there are law 
enforcement responsibilities in Treasury and in the Department 
of Justice, through the FBI -- in that particular area 
these restrictions are not applicable. These are 
restrictions on foreign intelligence agencies and activities. 

Now the President has mentioned to you his 
Oversight Board that will be separate and apart. This 
sets out in general terms what he expects that Board to do. 
It is spelled out more fully in the materials that you 
have, but he does expect them to receive and consider 
reports of the !Gs about questionable activities that are 
either improper or illegal, to make periodic reports either 
to the Attorney General and, in certain instances, to the 
Attorney General and to the President, and they will 
receive their staff report from the Executive Office of 
the President. 
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The President is also seeking in the Executive 
Branch that individuals in the Executive Branch who 
receive classified information would be required to sign 
what we would call a secrecy agreement against non-disclosure 
of classified information. 

In his requests to the Congress, first to point 
out to them the areas that he has sought to address, many 
of these things that he has done are based on the inputs of 
the Rockefeller Commission, the Murphy Commission; it is 
drawn from the discussions and the hearings of the Select 
Committees of the House and Senate, from discussions that 
have occurred in the media on the question of intelligence 
from outside witnesses and experts who have given advice 
to the Executive Branch and also from his own personal 
knowledge because you should recalL the President did serve 
as a Member of the Appropriations Committee on the subcommittee 
that did handle the intelligence oversight. 

He is asking the Congress to consider a form of 
Congressional oversight that hopefully would be a joint 
type of committee to reduce the proliferation of the 
number of committees. He is asking that they consider 
rules that would insure the safeguard of intelligence, the 
materials there, and establish procedures there that would 
also protect the requests of the President when he indicates 
that the information that is sent is sensitive. 

He also expects to keep that committee apprized 
of the information that they need in the exercise of their 
legislative function and he would like that the Hughes 
Act or Hughes amendment, section 662, be appended on the 
reporting requirement to reduce the number of reports that 
you would have to make pursuant to that statute. 

I would also point out on the proposed legislation 
the secrecy of intelligence sources and methods. This 
statute goes to those who unlawfully disclose information; 
it does not apply to people who receive information. It 
is not, of course, intended to be directed toward the 
Fourth Estate. It applies to people in Government who 
would disclose information and that would be similar in 
criminal penalties in reference to that. It is not an 
official secrets act. 

As I mentioned earlier, he has endorsed the 
proposal to prohibit, in times of peace, assassination and 
he does expect to meet with Members of the Congress to 
discuss further electronic surveillance and mail opening 
and legislation to address that area. 

MR. NESSEN: That, as I said, was the presentation 
made to the Members of Congress last night. I don't think 
any of the others here have any opening statements. 

Do you, Mr. Attorney General? 
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ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: No. 

MR. NESSEN: Brent? 

GENERAL SCOWCROFT: No. 

MR. NESSEN: George? 

MR. BUSH: No. 

MR. NESSEN: Why don't we get right on to the 
questions. 

Q Could I ask a question of the Attorney 
General? 

Mr. Attorney General, since there is no 
proposal to change the original legislation of 1947 and since 
the original legislation makes no reference to covert 
operations, under what legal basis can covert operations 
continue to be conducted? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: I think there are 
Constitutional powers that are sufficient to justify the legal 
basis for covert actions as well as the frequent appropriations, 
so it is not a subject which Congress has not recognized 
through statutory authorization. 

Q Mr. Attorney General, I wonder if you could 
say a couple of things on the secrecy legislation. The 
secrecy legislation uses the phrase "intelligence sources 
and methods and classified" and various other phrases. In 
your opinion, would it be a crime under that statute for 
someone to inform the press of the fact that the United 
States is giving arms and money to a faction in Angola? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: No, I don't think so. I 
don't think that would be covered by that. 

Q Another question on that. You have said 
the press is exempt from the coverage. Just to be sure, 
does that mean that no injunction would lie against the 
press under the injunctive provision of the statute? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: As the legislation is 
drafted it would not lie against the press but the injunction 
might prohibit the person who was going to reveal the 
information to the press from revealing it. 

Q Now if the press in fact published something 
that was regarded as a violation of the statute, would it 
not, however, be possible for a grand jury to call the 
publisher, editor or reporter involved with the story and 
ask for the source of information since it would have been 
a crime in view of this statute, and to require an answer 
and in failure of an answer to punish the person who attempted 
tt? 
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ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: I think that would be 
possible under this statute and under the present statute. 

Q Mr. Attorney General, could a Member of 
Congress or a Member of a Congressional committee be put 
in jail or fined for disclosing secrets unlawfully or 
illegally? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: Not under this proposed 
section. 

Q Could I follow up on an earlier question? 
Are you saying that if this law is passed and it is a crime 
for a Government employee or a contractor to divulge a 
secret that you would permit u.s. attorneys to call before 
grand juries reporters to whom secrets had been leaked 
and to require that they answer and if they failed to charge 
them with contempt? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: No, I didn't say that. 
That was not the question that was asked me. The question 
was whether the grand jury could call them. They could be 
called now actually under a variety of statutes, 

As you know, the Department of Justice operates 
with the rule where the Attorney General's permission is 
required and where there has to be a particular reason 
for calling and where the effect on First Amendment right 
or related rights is taken into account. We have been 
very careful about that and we would continue to be careful 
about that. 

Q 
be your policy 
enough to call 
the questions? 

I think what I am asking you is, would it 
if you felt that the leak had been serious 
the reporter and require him to answer 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: Yes, I understood the 
question and I think that one would have to see what kind 
of a case that is. We have been very careful in handling 
the department's policy on this matter and we have not 
called many reporters who were not willing, in fact, to 
come before a grand jury. We have been very careful about 
that and we would continue to be, but I do not want to 
make the statement that there is no circumstance in which 
we might not do it. 

Q I would like to follow up on questions on 
covert operations. 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: Yes. 
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Q Does the President envision approving 
legislation which would allow this joint committee to 
have the right of prior approval over covert operations? 
Has he spelled out his thoughts within the Executive 
Branch on that subject? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: I doubt whether I am the 
person to answer that. I could tell you something but I 
am not going to do it. (Laughter) 

Q Would you sit down. He has not answered 
the question. 

MR. MARSH: The President's position is one that 
is opposed to prior notification and that view has been 
communicated to Members of the Senate Government Operations 
Committee. 

Q Then I would like to ask the Attorney General 
a Constitutional question. 

Since we do have a Constitution which embodies 
checks and balances as a method of controlling Government 
activity and since the absence of Congressional checks on 
Congress is widely interpreted to be a cause of abuses 
that have taken place by the intelligence establishment -
that is, lack of oversight 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: Congressional checks on 
Congress? 

Q No, Congressional checks on the intelligence 
community how is it that in an effort to reform the 
intelligence community the recourse is to stronger 
Presidential action, if anything, unless there is Congressional 
oversight and an absence of checks and balances? Would 
you answer that on a Constitutional basis? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: I don't think that is a 
Constitutional question at all; it is a policy question. 
The Constitutional implications are really moved in the 
other direction; that is, as to what extent the management 
of an enterprise can be carried on by the Congress rather 
than by the Executive which has that function. 

But, assuming that there is an interrelationship 
and that is what you are assuming -- you are asking me 
the question as to why the President chose the particular 
road that he did here in terms of Executive power and I 
don't know whether the question specifically related to 
covert action or not. 

Q Perhaps Director Bush or Mr. Marsh could 
give us the rationale as to why you decided to go that route. 
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MR. BUSH: On what aspect of it? 

Q Well, why can't you notify Congress of 
covert activities? Why does he oppose that? That is what 
the argument is going to be all about. 

MR. BUSH: It is a policy decision of the 
President. 

Q Well, I mean, does he have some reason for 
it, Mr. Bush? 

MR. BUSH: Let's look at it from the intelligence 
end of it. I think that people have felt that operationally 
it would be better to be under the inherent powers for 
the President to retain the right to make these decisions. 
I do think it is appropriate to note that there has been 
a formalization of procedures of the old 40 Committee and 
they have stepped up the level of the membership and 
people are going to sign off on decisions and they are 
going to meet to do it, and I think those should be 
reported as I think progress over the way it has been in 
the past. 

Q Mr. Bush, if Congress completely disagrees 
with the President's proposals, do they have any recourse 
whatsoever? 

MR. BUSH: Congress has a lot of power, ma'am. 
Yes, they have got a lot of recourse. 

Q Would you tell us how this joint committee 
would ever find out about what was going on? 

Q Also, would you outline exactly how? 

MR. BUSH: I feel an obligation to keep in close 
touch with Congress and to inform them, and hopefully 
simplified oversight procedures will mean more full 
information going to the Congress certainly from our agency 
and certainly from any part of the intelligence community 
that I have something to say about. 

Daniel? 

Q Mr. Bush, this question has to be addressed 
peculiarly to you as Director of Central Intelligence. 

The system that has been explained to us is one 
in which lines of authority appear to have been smoothed 
out, made somewhat more orderly but, if you would agree with 
me, centralized much more in the President who has said 
last night that he is ultimately accountable, but the record 
in the investigations of the past year have, among other 
things, raised the question of what happens when a secret 
apparatus with the intelligence collection and capacity 
for covert operations is misused by a President. 
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If the centralization is carried on it places 
a great problem on the one who is the Director of Central 
Intelligence. I think one of your predecessors, Mr. Helms, 
once said, "I serve only one President at a time." 

Have you thought about the problems and 
responsibilities -- not for you as a person nor for the 
President as a person -- that happens when you increase 
centralization and make the President almost solely 
accountable? What happens to the one who serves him? 

MR. BUSH: I think the President -- this President 
and any President -- has been solely accountable to the 
Congress for actions in the intelligence field. I have 
read that this means that the Director of Central Intelligence 
is now some kind of czar. Really what this program does, 
and why I think it will be well received in the intelligence 
community and I hope on the Hill and across this country, 
is give the Director certain authority to go with 
responsibility that has been there since the inception, 
certainly since the 1971 letter. What it does is not 
create a czar but it streamlines the machinery in such a 
way that the Director can execute authority that he has had. 

For example, in the whole field of resource 
control on paper the Director has had a certain responsibility 
for this but he has not had the authority to act. Now in 
conjunction with the Deputy Secretary of the Defense 
Department and in conjunction with General Scowcroft's 
Deputy Assistant to the President you have a much more 
orderly management system. 

I respectfully suggest that that has not 
increased the President's power orclutchedto his breast 
more power in the whole field of intelligence. What I 
hope it does is result in a more effective intelligence 
operation. 

Q Mr. Bush, if we can be more specific about 
the role of Congress and the joint committee that the 
President has proposed, I gather what it is effectively 
is window dressing because you will go to that joint 
committee only after a covert operation is already underway; 
is that not correct? 

MR. BUSH: Well, I don't know that that has been 
determined. That will largely be determined, I think, by 
the Congress. I think the President's suggestion would be 
that he has the right -- and, Jack, you correct me because 
this is a policy matter and that decision is the President's, 
not the intelligence community's -- my view is, as the 
President indicated yesterday, there would be prompt and 
full disclosure to these proper oversight committees of 
the Congress. So I don't think there is any effort here 
to hold back. I just simply feel that in his view he 
determined that you don't have to run the proposal by 
Congress before it is enacted. 
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Q But that is the point. It will go to 
Congress only after the decision has been made and theoretically 
at least the operation is underway; is that not correct? 

MR. BUSH: I think that is what the intention 
is maybe not the operation underway because it depends 
on how much lead time there is on these things. 

Q What, then, is the influence of that 
committee in terms of oversight on intelligence activity? 

MR. BUSH: Well, I think,one,you have to wait 
and see what the Congress itself does and I think one 
must input a certain amount of intention to fully inform 
as these operations are approved and that would be my 
intention to the degree I would have responsibility for 
some of this information to Congress. 

Q As you see it as it has been outlined, what 
kind of control then would that Congressional committee have 
on the operation or on the intelligence policy? 

MR. BUSH: They have a large control on the 
budget of these operations for one thing, just as that is 
the major control on all programs in the Government. So 
they do have control there. 

Q Mr. Bush, I was wondering, in your oath, 
as I recall, you said you defend the Constitution against 
all enemies foreign and domestic. Does the term "domestic 
enemy" in your judgment preclude all u.s. citizens? 

MR. BUSH: Could I get help from the Attorney 
General on this? I need legal help and I know it and so 
please --

MR. NESSEN: I am not sure it is a question that 
needs an answer. 

Q Wait a minute. 

Q Mr. Bush, would you ask Mr. Nessen if you 
could answer the question? 

MR. BUSH: All I know is when I get asked --

Q Could I ask Mr. Levi? 

MR. BUSH: Maybe this will give a little insight 
into how I plan to run the intelligence community. When I 
am asked a highly technical, and I feel appropriately good 
question, that 

Q Could I address the question to Mr. Levi? 
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ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: I think the Constitutional 
oath taken by the appointee of the President is not defined 
in the jurisdiction of his office if I understand your 
question and, therefore, it does not relate to the 
jurisdiction in terms of the foreign intelligence. 

Q The reason I ask this, sir, is because 
it says here "never aimed at our own citizens." Now does 
that mean that the oath means that no U.S. citizen could 
be a domestic enemy? 

MR. BUSH: I don't think there is anything in 
the language that I have seen that would prohibit the 
Director from policing his own organization, you might say, 
to be sure that people are not divulging classified 
information, for example. Our employees sign a secrecy 
agreement that I strongly support and I think they should 
and they are willing to do it and I think it is an 
important thing. I think I have responsibilities under the 
1947 Act to protect sources and methods and I intend to do 
it and I intend to live very carefully within what is mandated 
and what will be legislated. here. 

Q Sir, in addition to your own organization, 
if you suspect that there are U.S. citizens involved in 
foreign espionage do you feel that you are not supposed 
to or what? 

MR. BUSH: I think the FBI takes over at that 
point. 

Q Mr. Levi, on page 5 of your fact sheet, 
in subsection 3, Restrictions on Intelligence Activities, 
it says "The Executive Order prohibits or severely 
restricts the following activities by U.S. foreign 
intelligence agencies," and then lists the 10 including 
wiretapping and all these other worthwhile objectives. 

My question, addressed to anyone who can answer 
it, probably the Attorney General, is, it says, "foreign 
intelligence agencies," and what about these restrictions 
for the FBI and other agencies engaged in the domestic 
matters? Will these restrictions be placed on domestic 
activities at all? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: The general answer would 
be that they are applicable. They are not covered by 
this particular order in view of the foreign intelligence. 

As I understand it, your question is that you 
go beyond foreign intelligence, purely domestic intelligence 
for example, towards the regular FBI work. 

Q Right. Is there any set of guidelines? 
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ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: There are guidelines, as 
you well know, being developed. Many of the items mentioned 
here, however, are now in the statutory law. 

MR. DUVAL: Could I just add one point, and that 
is that the Executive Order requires the Attorney General 
to issue regulations covering the domestic activities of 
the FBI within 90 days. 

Q Mr. Marsh, on that secrecy protection 
clause I just want to pin it down again. Does that apply 
to the secrecy agreement for all Federal employees? Does 
it apply only to the disclosure of sources and methods of 
intelligence or also to substantive matters such as what 
we think our foreign policy is or a factual situation 
or only to sources and methods of intelligence? 

MR. MARSH: The present plan is sources and methods. 
The proposed legislation that we have in mind is sources 
and methods. 

Q I am sorry, sir, not the legislation but 
your requirement that all Executive Branch employees be 
required to sign a secrecy agreement against what you 
called non-disclosure of classified information. Precisely 
what does that mean and how does it differ from where we 
are now? 

MR. MARSH: Secrecy agreements are required in 
some agencies and not in others and it is felt that it should 
be Gove~nment-wide and to impose it in areas where it is 
presently not being imposed. 

Q 
agreement? 

All Executive agencies will have such an 

MR. MARSH: If it is an individual who is 
authorized to receive classified information, if in the 
nature of his duties he has to use that information, 
before he receives it he signs a secrecy agreement. 

Q Is that a legally binding effect? 

MR. MARSH: Yes, I think it is. I think it does 
become enforceable. 

Q How would it become enforceable? Would 
you explain that? Maybe the Attorney General could 
explain it. 

MR. MARSH: The agency uses that type of an 
agreement now and it has been used and I think it has 
been applied and tested in the courts--the Marchetti case. 
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Q How do you keep it from being abused? I 
asked this question of the President last night and in 
his statement today he says, "Moreover, this legislation 
could not be used to cover up abuses and improprieties." 

Now, as perhaps you know, the House Intelligence 
Committee report strongly suggested that the Secretary of 
State was guilty of abuse and improprieties of the 
classified and security label system, as the news account 
said, to cover up policy errors. Now, how are you going 
to prevent this from being abused? 

MR. MARSH: In two ways. Number one, this is 
one reason that the President has directed that the 
Inspector Generals system in the departments and agencies 
be strengthened. Secondly, this is the reason that he 
has established the Intelligence Oversight Board because 
if an individual, if an employee, feels that something 
has been arbitrarily classified in a manner to disclose 
an impropriety or an illegality he can go to the IOB with 
that, he can go to his Inspector General with it. The 
purpose of this is if somebody has a highly sensitive piece 
of information which is a regular publication, like one of 
the daily reports from the Central Intelligence Agency, 
he goes over to another department or agency where an 
individual has it, and he is going to use that, he signs 
a secrecy agreement against its non-disclosure. That is 
the main purpose. It is not intended for the purpose of 
concealing improper activity and, indeed, if it is, that 
is the type of thing that you want brought into the IOB. 

Q It seems to me the net effect of what you 
are doing, specifically with regard to reducing what you 
call the proliferation of Congressional oversight committees, 
is to indeed reduce the Co:::gressional oversight centralizing 
it, if you will, but nonetheless reducing Congressional 
oversight and putting more and more power into the hands 
of the Executive. If you would consider the example of 
the previous Administration, wouldn't you consider that 
a little risky? 

MR. MARSH: The purpose on reducing the number 
of oversight committees in Congress is simply for the 
purpose of safeguarding the information that moves up to 
the Hill. The situation that we find ourselves in now 
frequently is that information has to be given to make 6 
or 8 different committees and by the extension of risks of 
that disclosure you are contributing to the public disclosure 
of that information. 

It is envisioned that the oversight committees 
of the Congress that are established, whatever they may be, 
whether it is a suggestion along the lines of the 
Administration or whether it is the proposals of the 
Congress, to furnish those committees with the information 
that they need to perform their oversight function. 
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There is no real problem with the disclosure 
of the information to the Congress but we feel from the 
standpoint of safeguarding the information that it is 
to their benefit as well as ours and the Nation's to reduce 
the number of committees that receive it. 

Q I want to ask the Attorney General about 
the proposed legislation. Mr. Attorney General, last April 
Mr. Colby, who was then Director of Central Intelligence, 
made some proposals for legislation. Reading this draft 
I see that it is rather tougher and more restrictive on 
information than Mr. Colby's proposals. For example, it 
omits a scienter requirement, a requirement Mr. Colby had 
included,that the disclosure be knowing and it restricts 
the right to an in camera proceeding to discover whether 
the matter was lawfully classified and it removes the 
clause allowing the parties to be represented in the in 
camera proceeding. 

Can you tell me why you would want something 
more restricted than the Central Intelligence Agency Director 
proposed? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: I think this legislation is 
extremely carefully protected. On the issues you raise, 
for example, the classification has to be certified to 
as appropriate before the case can be brought. If there 
is an improper classification, that can be itself a bar 
so that I do not find this a harsh statute. 

As to a scienter requirement and as to whether 
it applies to an accidental disclosure, I don't think it 
applies to a disclosure which is entirely accidental. 

Q I want to clarify the security business. 
Your law is directed, as you said earlier, to the disclosure 
of sources and methods which is a term of art, the specific 
sources and the specific methods, and that relates to 
intelligence sources. 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: Yes. 

Q In this Executive Order on page 26, when 
you are talking about restriction you talk about physical 
surveillance which can be directed against employees, former 
employees, protecting foreign intelligence or counter
intelligence sources or methods or national security 
information. Now that is a much broader category so 
does this permit investigation of the disclosure of national 
security information under an Executive Order as against 
the law? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: No. It is quite different. 
The passage you just read means observing people as far 
as I can --
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Q Is what you are saying the Government now 
can carry on observing as to an investigation under 
this order? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: Yes, but the order 
itself limits the forms of investigation. It is quite 
different from the statute. 

Q But if it is not illegal under the law to 
disclo~e national security information, how do you lawfully 
surveil? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: I have to know what is 
meant by "national security information." 

Q It is not in the Executive Order. 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: But the Executive Order 
would say, for example, that you can use electronic 
surveillance only under certain conditions. If you are 
going to have mail openings for some such purpose, it would 
only be under statute and so on and so forth. 

Q The final one is, Mr. Bush has been charged 
in the program with getting signed agreements to broaden 
that to cover people who have access to classified 
intelligence information. That is on page 36, which seems 
to be another category. 

Are there going to be any definitions of this? 
The problem is, you are going to define what intelligence 
is as against just normal classification programs that 
are coming up? 

MR. DUVAL: The answer is yes. 

Q Mr. Marsh, under this new streamline plan 
where the President would have greater control and where 
the Congress would have a smaller number of committees 
on oversight, where secrets would be punishable if they 
were released, where classified information could not be 
released from the Congress without the President's 
authority, could the Administration have continued to provide 
covert aid to Angola? 

MR. MARSH: Quite frankly, I can't respond to 
a specific type of question like that but I can say this: 
that it is envisioned that the oversight that the Congress 
would have would certainly be as good as the oversight 
that they currently have and, indeed, we would seek to 
improve it. 
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It should be remembered that there has been a 
Congressional oversight in a number of committees over 
a period of years. The Congress only last year has discussed 
the improvement of that or they seek to make changes in 
it themselves. They are going to make changes. We would 
like to see them make those changes in a way that is 
effective for them and effective for us. 

The basic guideline is that we don't want the 
intelligence community to engage in activities that are 
beyond the reach of the Congressional authorization, and 
we don't want to do the things that are not consistent with 
our own form of Government, and I think that will be a 
basic consideration in trying to cooperatively establish 
a method of oversight that suits them and us and that the 
American people are satisfied with. 

Q Mr. Marsh, on that same point, on page 7 
of the fact sheet you refer to "there should be no require
ment for prior notification of specific activities." Can 
you tell me where I can find a more elaborate explanation 
of that in the documents? 

~ 

MR. MARSH: In the bigger document? 

Where does that appear? What page? 

He has asked for more elaboration on the --

Q Or even the same language. 

MR. DUVAL: The message to Congress, page 3. 

MR. MARSH: Mike says it is on page 3 of 
the mess.age to Congress. 

Q You have suggested but you never actually 
said that the Intelligence Oversight Board has the power 
to declassify. Does it, in fact? 

MR. MARSH: No. That Board is directed more to 
improprieties and illegal types of activities. 

Q I am curious, then, sir, since the 
restrictions on Government officials are clearly more 
severe than they have ever been in the past, who does have 
the power to declassify and has that group been enlarged? 

MR. MARSH: The declassification procedures 
were established by an Executive Order, I believe in 1971 
or 1972. The Director of Central Intelligence, I believe, 
under this Executive Order is directed to implement the 
operation of those declassification procedures and to 
expedite them, if I am not mistaken. 
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Q Has that group been enlar·ged? 

GENERAL SCOWCROFT: Yes. As a matter of fact, 
there is an NSC review going on right now of the 
classification procedures that were put into effect in 
1972. 

Q Could I follow up on TomJarriel's question? 
If eve:ryone who has access to classified infonnation has 
the problem of a penalty for releasing it, how would the 
public ever know what the CIA was doing and if there was 
any abuse and not any abuse? 

GENERAL SCOWCROFT: On the Angola question 
specifically there would he nothing to prevent a Member 
of the oversight committee.or a Member of Congress from 
moving to bar the expenditure of funds for AngoJ.a which 
is in fact what happened. 

Q 
by doing so? 

Wouldn't they be revealing a covert operation 

GENERAL SCOWCROFT: Not necessarily. They would 
not have to be with respect to anything ongoing as the 
present law was. 

Q Could I just ask this one question? 

From time to time officials have had off-the
record bri.efings for the press, for responsible press. How 
will this affect off-the-record background briefings in 
the future? 

MR. DUVAL: I think one important point is that 
the President considered carefully whether to ask for 
legislation covering all intelligence secrets, legislation 
such as is embodied in s. 1. He rejected that course. He 
~-~ent to the much more narrow sources and methods and that 
should solve that problem., 

Q Mr. Bush, could I just ask you one more 
question? It goes back to what I asked earlier. 

Without making it personal, under this system, 
what does a DCI do when a President says, "I want to know 
what is going on in the headquarters of the other party," 
or "I want to help a friendly head of a foreign government 
by organizing some covert operation that the State Department 
and the Pentagon and others don't like"? What does a future 
DCI do in order to do something about a President that 
does not seem to him to be wise, judicious, legal or moral? 
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MR. BUSH: Well, I cannot answer for other DCis 
but I answered that question, I think, to the satisfaction 
of the Senate and that is simply that clearly the first 
one is absolutely out and the second one without 
authorization of this committee that has been set up 
would be out as well. So I think you are referring to 
this double track thing that has happened under different 
Administrations in the past. I think that the machinery 
that has been set up here eliminates any danger of that. 
Hopefully, sir, I have the integrity that I would not be 
approached on a double track. 

Q I am not asking about you. I am asking 
what is the institutional protection? 

MR. BUSH: The institutional protection is the 
formalization of the procedures of the old 40 Committee, 
for one thing, and I think that is a very important step. 
It is not gathering more power to the President. It seems 
to me it is formalizing a necessary check, you might say, 
before the operation gets to him. And it won't be done 
without meetings of a higher level -- Special Operations 
Committee, whatever it is called. 

The operations will not be approved. So I do 
think there are more safeguards for the American people 
in this respect while keeping the right for the President 
to approve operations. 

Q Mr. Bush, with all due respect 

MR. DUVAL: If I might, Mr. Schorr, could I just 
expand for one second because it goes to a question that 
I think Mr. Brokaw had also. 

What the President did by putting into an Executive 
Order what the agencies must do and importantly, specifically, 
what they must not do, it has the effect of being binding. 
It is public. It can't be changed unless it is changed 
publicly. It establishes an iron clad process whereby 
if you take the example you use, that would be a domestic 
violation of the Restrictions Order. If such a command 
went out, then under the procedures that President Ford 
has put into Executive Order, anybody in the CIA would 
have a command under Executive Order to report that to 
the Intelligence Oversight Board made up of independent 
citizens. 

If, for example, a future Director of the Central 
Intelligence Agency ordered his employees not to report it, 
the simple fact of giving that order under the express 
command of the Restrictions Order, the employee would have 
to go to the Intelligence Oversight Board. 
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So what you have done and what the President has 
done is he has set up the commandments of what they must 
not do in writing and in an :s~..:ecuti vc: Order t:12.t cannot be 
changed unless it is changed publicly. Then he has 
established a mechanism for getting any deviation from 
that to the Intelligence Oversight Board for its handling. 
If it is against the law, that Board must report it to 
the Attorney General. 

Q Mr. Levi, could I ask one question to 
clarify something? 

Q Mr. Duval, could you specify just what the 
procedures are by which the agency would inform the over
sight committees of a covert action; that is, the timing and 
also the procedures by which that would be done? 

MR. DUVAL: Well, again I know it has taken Jack 
and myself and all of us a long time to get to understand 
and work out that Executive Order -- it is extremely complex. 
The reporting to the Intelligence Oversight Board of abuses 
is specified specifically, the procedures in the Executive 
Order. 

Q These are on covert actions? 

MR. DUVAL: On covert action. It is not the 
Intelligence Oversight Board. 

MR. BUSH: Congressional oversight committees 
of Congress. 

MR. DUVAL: Well, we start where we are, start 
with the state of the law today. 

Under the state of the law today you have section 
662 of the Foreign Assistance Act, the so-called Hughes
O'Brien amendment that sets out the reporting requirements. 
What the President says in his message and what he said 
to the leadership last night was centralize the committee 
structure to perform so that you can bring together the 
oversight at one place -- it will be better oversight. 
We can provide it more information, full information. And 
once you have done that then modify section 662 so that 
the notification of any covert operations would be given 
to that group. 

Q It now says "in a timely fashion" which 
admittedly is ambiguous. Would that continue as the 
governing? 
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MR. DUVAL: The President again has set forth 
certain principles. One of the principles that the Executive 
Branch acting under Article 2 has to exercise is its 
functions. The Congress is oversight. If Congress is 
involved in specific operations and the decision-making 
for specific operations, then who does the oversight? So 
what he envisions is to find the ground rules for the 
action, full notification to Congress after the action 
and they conduct the oversight. 

Q Is there any place in these documents where 
he spells that out? I mean, it seems like it is a fairly 
critical point. 

MR. DUVAL: Dick, he made a very strong point -
and I think Jack ought to get up here and rescue me on this 
and that is that when you are defining the specific 
relationship, that point where the Executive functions and 
the Congressional functions come together, that needs 
discussion with the Congress and he has laid out principles 
and guidelines but, as he told the leadership last night, 
he wants to work with them in defining the specifics. 

General? 
this oath 
access to 

Q Could I ask one question of the Attorney 
I am still not clear on the legal effect of 
that all Executive Branch employees who have 
classified information will sign. 

Suppose a functionary in the State Department 
having signed that oath then reveals classified information, 
what is the effect of the oath? I mean, can he be sued? 
Can he be prosecuted? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: Yes, a civil suit. 

Q A civil suit brought by whom? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: Well, it can be brought 
by the Government. 

Q But only a civil suit, not a criminal suit? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: It does in itself 
provide for the criminal remedy. 

Q But is a criminal remedy possible? 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: Well, not on the basis 
of that agreement alone. 

Q Are there any limits to the amount of the 
civil liability? 
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The point is that although the cl?-_ has been 
made that this is not an official secrets act, yet every 
Executive Branch employee in the entire Government is 
required to sign an oath stating that he will not reveal 
classified information and, furthermore, action can lie 
as a result of his failure to comply. 

ATTORNEY GENERAL LEVI: It would be one of the 
few ways that the Government under present law might proceed 
to enjoin the disclosure by that person of information. 
I must say that the combination of that and the intelligence 
methods and sources legislation which is proposed here, 
which by the way was arrived at through an agreement bett1een 
Mr. Colby and myself and really was not a question of 
one running after the other to see who would be 
tougher, it seemed to us to be the minimum steps if you 
are going to have whatsoever any effective legislation 
against any and all disclosures. 

The fact of the matter i that the present law, 
except for the signing of the agreement in the Marchetti 
case, is practically in that shape now. If one considers 
that the best policy and pro~ram for this country, then 
obviously one should have no legislation whatsoever. If 
one asswnes that some secrecy should be enforceable by 
law, some minimum a~ount, our judgment was that this 
was that minimwn amount and certainly is, I think, much 
less than one would find in any other 9ountry. 

If one refers to the official Secrets Act, it 
really would be fantastically different and it is fantastically 
different than s. 1. So we thought this was a minimum 
amount. 

Q Have any standards been applied to determine 
when classified information is revealed by soneone in an 
unauthorized way when a civil suit would be brou~ht'? What 
are the standards for which secrets will be let out? 

ATTORNEY GENEr~L LEVI: It is exactly the same 
today as when these agreements are there. The most useful 
thing about the agreement would be that if one knew that 
a revelation was in process, one could get an injunction 
against it. 

Q How do I insure the independence of an 
Inspector Generalship when it is lod~ed within each of 
the agencies? This is perhaps for Mr. Duval or Mr. Marsh. 
Why did you go that route rather than an independent 
Inspector General for intelligence where you would not 
have these internal agency loyalties? 
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MR. MARSH: Well, it was felt that having the !OB 
and giving them a very broad responsibility and requiring 
the agency heads and their general counsels and inspector 
generals to report to them and they could make recommendations, 
too, that that will be far, far more effective to achieve 
oversight than having a Government-wide Inspector General. 

Q Mr. Marsh, am I right in thinking that the 
only substantive limit on the kind of covert operation 
could be carried out,either proposed in the President's 
message to Congress to be embodied in legislation or 
included in the Executive Order as a prohibition on 
assassinations? That is the only type of covert operation 
that is specifically excluded. 

MR. MARSH: I think some of the collection 
systems-- electronic surveillance systems -- are covert 
types of surveillances, they are excluded. 

Q I was thinking of some of the foreign ones 
we have learned about lately such as President Nixon's 
order to the CIA or Mr. Helms' to carry out or encourage 
a military coup in Chile, various things of that kind. 
They would not be excluded under this proposal, or the 
payment of bribes or subventions to foreign politicians? 
All of those would not be covered? 

MR. MARSH: I think that the standards that you 
would have in the Restrictions Order and the Congressional 
oversight and the Inspector General's operation and the 
IOB or the Oversight Board's examination of the activities 
would quickly flush out and bring out any type of abuse 
like that that would occur. 

Q Why is it an abuse? I don't find any language 
in either the Executive Order or the legislation that leads 
me to think it is regarded as an abuse. Could you point 
me to any language that would lead a board of this kind you 
describe to regard it as an abuse? I say I can only find 
the reference to the assassinations. 

MR. MARSH: Actually the Order is directed to 
the foreign intelligence agencies in the manner in which 
they conduct their operations and a provision for the over
view of how they conduct it and the standards that they 
will be tested by will be the standards of their own 
Inspector Generals or the Attorney General and of the 
Intelligence Oversight Board and those items that they find 
that are abuses, that we should not be engaged in, they 
will report those to the Attorney General. I think that 
is the best oversight you can have because I don't think 
you can anticipate some of the things that may occur in 
this or any other type of operation. 
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Q How would that be an abuse? 

MR. NESSEN: Why don't we have two more questions? 

Q Mr. Bush, I would like to ask this since 
Mr. Colby has 

MR. NESSEN: Dick had a question half out of 
his mouth, Les, and then Walt and then Ford and that 
will be it. 

Q Thank you, Ron. I mean, I was standing and 
I had a question half out of my mouth, too. 

Mr. Marsh. 

example? 
abuse? 

MR. NESSEN: Dick. 

Q I am just not clear from your answer, 
Would that be an abuse? 

MR. MARSH: Would what be? 

Q The situation described in Chile, for 
Under the President's Order, would that be an 

MR. MARSH: I can't say that I can answer that. 
I would say this, that the standards that would be applied 
in the covert operations will have to meet the standards 
that are acceptable to the Intelligence Oversight Board and 
there will be a question in my mind whether that would meet 
the standards. 

Q Who sets those standards? The Board? 

MR. MARSH: The Board themselves will set 
standards and these are men 

Q Do they have any experience in covert 
operations? I mean, for example, don't some of these 
rr:er'.'bers have some past experience with regard to covert 
operations? 

MR. MARSH: Yes, they do. 

Q Mr. Cherne was the first to be overseeing 
on the President's Foreign Policy Advisory Board, wasn't he? 
It didn't seem to work very well. 

These are not exactly fresh new faces. Ambassador 
Murphy has been around this town for a little while. 

MR. MARSH: Th.at is right, and Mr. Ailes was the 
Secretary of the Army. 
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Q General Scowcroft, may I ask one question, 
please, relative to national security leaks? I was 
wondering, sir, if, in your experience at the White House, 
you could give us an example of one or more leaks that 
have damaged the national security and, if so, how and why? 

GENERAL SCffWCROFT: Well, just offhand I don't 
think of one specifically that I can tell you a), b), and c) 
has damaged national security. I think, though, you have 
to say that there has been at the very minimum a cumulative 
effect on the efficiency and effectiveness of our 
intelligence collection and our cooperation with other 
intelligence organizations in the free world. Their 
cooperation with us has, in some cases, been limited by 
the fact that they do have some doubts about our ability 
to safeguard the information that they have been willing 
to share with us. That is one specific example. 

MR. NESSEN: One last question. 

Q Could I ask a question of either Mr. Marsh 
or Mr. Duval. 

Sometimes we have short memories. The last 
time we had a major scandal about spying inside of the 
United States was by the military and out of that came 
internal reforms which are not unlike these. They were not 
Presidentially ordered but they were ordered by the 
Secretary of Defense, called DIRK, in 1971 or 1970. 

To what extent do these change DIRK -- some 
of them seem stronger and some of them seem weaker. What 
have you rescinded about the Defense Department's own 
regulations restricting spying on Americans by the military? 
Have you done a study on that? 

MR. DUVAL: The Secretary of Defense has an 
obligation under this Executive Order to insure that the 
Defense Department regulations are consistent with the 
prohibitions and the commands in that Executive Order. 
The President faced up to this. He grabbed it straight 
on and put it down in the Executive Order. So having it 
out there, that is the point. 

Now clearly the Secretary of Defense, as it states 
in the order, must have internal regulations that implement 
and are consistent with the President's restrictionso 

Q So is it your view that this does not rescind 
any part of DIRK? 

MR. DUVAL: That order in your hand supersedes 
anything else in the Defense Department. 
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THE PRESS: Thank you. 

MR. NESSEN: Let Jack Marsh say one word here in 
general terms about the President's views of covert 
operations when they are conducted according to all 
these restrictions and regulations when they have been 
reviewed and approved by the appropriate bodies set up 
here. I think some of you perhaps are leaving without 
that point quite clear in your mind. 

MR. MARSH: There are no restrictions on the 
conduct of covert operations except those restrictions, 
of course, that might be applied by the Congress or 
decisions that are made internally in the Executive 
Branch of Government as to whether it was a wise thing 
to do or not to do. Other than the Congressional oversight 
there are no restrictions in this Executive Order that 
has been issued here that relate to covert operations. 

THE PRESS: Thank you. 

END (AT 12:25 P.M. EST) 
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SUMMARY 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

FACT SHEET 

The President's Actions Concerning 
the Foreign Intelligence Community 

The President has today taken the following comprehensive 
actions to strengthen the United States foreign intelligence 
departments and agencies: ( 1) issued an Omnibus Executive 
Order establishing policy guidelines and restrictions for the 
intelligence agencies and a new command structure and over
sight mechanism for the intelligence community; (2) proposed 
new legislation to protect the secrecy of particularly sensi
tive intelligence info1'mation, announced that he will meet with 
Congressional leaders to develop legislation concerning elec
tronic surveillance and to prevent unauthorized openinG of 
mail, and he endorsed legislation to prohibit assassinQtions of 
fo;.~e1gn leaders, and, { 3) proposed a framework in which con
structive Congressional oversight can be established without 
disclosing intelligence secrets. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE fRESIDENT'S AyT±_Qll~ 

The President's actions are designed to insure that: 

(1) The United States has a strong and effective capa
bility to gather and evaluate foreign intel:igence 
and conduct necessary covert operations; and 

(2) These activities are conducted in a Constitutional 
and lawful manner and never aimed at our own citizens. 

The President's actions will strengthen our foreign intelligence 
capability and establish an effective process to prevent abuses 
by. 

(A) Setting forth in Executive Order, policy guidance for 
the foreign intelligence agencies which define what 
functions they are supposed to carry out and which 
clearly states what they are not permitted to do. 

(B) Creating a streamlined command structure for 
intelligence com.rnunity leadership which makes 
specifically designated individuals accountable. 

(C) Requiring the irnC to conduct semi-annual reviews 
of the adequacy of the foreign intelligence 
product· and establishing the Intelligence 

Oversight Board to monitor compliance with the 
restrictions which have been placed on the 
intelligence community's activities. 
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OMNIBUS f:XECUTI_~ ORDER 

(1) Control ~..E .. PJ...!'..ectio!l 9_f. I.11.!i .. ~_l..!Jrenq£_ Qrganizations 

(A) Overall Policy Development 

1. The Nationa~ §ecl!!'itY Council (NSC) will con
tinue to exercise overall policy control over 
the foreign intelligence community. 

2. Statutory members are: 

The President 
.. Vice President 
·· Secretary of State 
- Secretary of Defense 

3, The NSC will-, conduct a semi-annual policy review 
of foreign intelligence activities focused on, 
but not limited to_ the following: 

Needs of goverm:ient forei(;n policy-makers 
and the responsiveness of foreign intelli-· 
gence to these needs, including the quality, 
scope and timeliness of the intelligence 
product. 

The effective and efficient use of resources 
in the c~llection of intelligence informa
tion; and 

The continued appropriateness of ongoing 
covert operations and sensitive intelligence 
collection missions. 

The Assistant to the President for National 
Security Affairs will have staff responsibility 
for the semi-annual policy reviews. Heads of the 
departments and agencies which 'use foreign 
intelligence will be consulted. 

(B) Management and Resource Control 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Responsibility for management and resource control 
of the foreign intellieence community is vested by 
Executive Order in the Committee Q!l Foreign 
Intelligence (CFI), which reports directly to 
the NSC. 

Membership of the CFI is: 

The Director of Central Intelligence (DCI), 
Chairman 

Deputy Secretary of Defense for Intelligence 
Deputy Assistant to the President for 

National Security Affairs 

(NOTE: Staff support shall be provided by the 
intelligence community staff.) 

The Committee on Foreign Intelligence shall: 

Control budget preparation and resource 
allocation for the iJational Foreign Intelli
gence Program (defined as excluding tactical 
intelligence). 
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Establish management policies for the 
Foreign Intelligence Program. 

Carry out policy decisions of the NSC with 
particular emphasis on collection and pro
duction of national intelligence. 

Decisions of the CFI may be reviewed by the tJSC 
upon appeal by the Director of Central Intelligence 
or any member of the NSC. 

(C) Production of National Intelligence 

1. Responsibility for the production of substantive 
national (1.e.; not tactical or departmental) 
intelligence is vested in the Director of Central 
Intelligence. The DCI is the President's priw~ry 
advisor on foreign intelligence. 

2. To assist in developing national intelligence 
requirements and priorities, and in developing 
finished national intelligence, the DCI shall 
establish such boards and committees (similar to 
the former USIB) of the intelligence community 
as will enable him most effectively to utilize 
the talent of the community to produce the best 
possible intelligence product. 

(D) Covert Action and Other Special Operations 

1. Responsibility to review and advise the President 
on covert operations and certain sensitive foreign 
intelligence collection missions is assigned by 
Executive Order to the Operations Advisory_ Group 
~Ope~ations Group). 

2. Hew membership is: 

Assistant to the President for National 
Security Affairs, Chairman 

Secretary of State 
- Secretary of Defense 

Director of Central Intelligence 
·• Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Observers are: 

Attorney General 
Director of OMB 

3. The Special Intelligence Operations Group shall: 

Consider and make recommendations to the 
President on all proposals for covert 
action and certain sensitive intelligence 
collection missions. 

Submit to the NSC a periodic review of 
ongoing covert operations and sensitive 
intelligence collection missions. 

Meet formally to carry out its responsi
bility to make recommendations to the 
President. 
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(E) 'I'be follo11inc existing committees or orr,anizations 
are abolished; 

(1) United States Intelligence Board 

(2) Intelligence Resources Advisory Comr.iittee 

(3) National Security Council Intellifence 
Committee 

(4) Executive Com'..ittee for resource control 
of certain intelligence collection 
activity 

( 5) 40 Committee 

(2) Hesponsibilities and Duties of the Intellie·ence Conunun~ 

(A) 'i'he Senior Official of each ore:an:'..zation of the 
intellit;ence community shall insure his orr;c.nization 
operates in accordance :.·ith the Lxecutive Order. lie 
shall establish a systeru of independent inspection 
within the orLanization and provide information to 
the USC, CFI and Intelli~ence Oversicht Board. Other 
responsibilities 2s desicnated in Section IV of the 
Order. 

(B) CIA is responsible, anong other duties as defined 
in Section IV of the Order, for: 

Production of national intellirencc 

I~intaininL and improvinr a national intel
lircnce analytic base 

Collection by other thc:.n r;orr..al • overt means 

Forci~n counterintellicence activities 

Undertakint activities Gefined in the 
Executive Order necessary to implement 
the above 

( C) 'Ihe Departren t;_ of §tRte is prir'arily resporn:ible for 
overt collection of foreign, non-military information. 
Its Eureau of Intellitence and Research shall also 
produce departmental intellic:ence and contribute 
to national 1ntellicence production. 

(D) 'l'he iJeuarti::ent of ·~·reasurz is res;-onsible for overt 
collection of f'oreic;n, economic inforrr.ation. 

(E) 'l'he J;epartment of Defc!!.5!_~ is responsible for: 

Overt collection outside the United States 
of foreign i:.ilitary and r.~ilitary-related 
information. 

Producin&-t~at iatellicence required to- fulfill 
the responsibilities of nOD. 

~anaging the Defens~ Attache system. 

P:::'ovidini; i!1tellicence staff support; to the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, 

more 
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The tJatl_onal .Security !ie..r:!1.9JL is responsible for: 

Full control over signals intelligence 
collection activities. 

Production and dissemination of signals 
intelligence . 

Providing communications security services 
to tha U.S. Government. 

Research and development related to signals 
intelligence. 

The Ene.rgL Research an~ Development Administration 
is responsible for producing intelligence relating 
to atomic and nuclear matters. 

Tfhe E_ederal Bureau 2.£ Investigation is responsible 
or: · 

Making available to foreign intelligence 
agencies foreign intelligence and foreign 
counterintelligence which it collects. 

Conducting foreign counterintelligence 
activities within the United States. 

Restrictions o~ fntelligenc~ ~2tivities 

The Executive Order prohibits or severely restricts the 
following activities by United States foreign intelligence 
agencies: 

Collection and analysis of information on the 
domestic activities of United States citizens, 
corporations and organizations and permanent 
resident aliens (referred to as U.S. persons). 

Physical or electronic surveillance or physical 
searches of United States persons. 

Opening of United States mail in violation of 
law. 

Illegally obtaining federal tax returns or 
information. 

Infiltration of domestic groups for the purpose 
of influencing or reporting on them. 

Experimentation with drugs on humans without the 
subject's informed consent. 

Sharing among agencies information on the 
domestic activities of United States persons 
except in compliance with stringent safeguards. 

Assignment of personnel to other agencies. 

Providing assistance to law enforcement agencies 
in violation of law. 

Testing of electronic surveillance equipment 
within the United States. 

more 
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Limited exceptions are permitted to allow the agencies 
to meet the legitimate foreign intelligence needs of the 
Nation. These narrow exceptions are expressed in detail 
in the Order. They are designed to permit the following 
activities under carefully defined circumstances: 

Collection of information on the domestic activi-· 
ties of U.S. persons in order to: conduct security 
checks on intelligence agency employees, contrac·· 
tors, people who are given access to classified 
information and persons who may assist the agency 
in the future. Overt collection of certain 
foreign intelligence information from other 
government agencies. 

Counterintelligence and counterespionage activities. 

(4) Oversight of Intelligenc~ Activities 

1. Responsibility to assist the President, the 
NSC and the Attorney General in overseeing 
the intelligence community is assigned by 
Executive Order to the ~ntelligence Oversight 
~oard (Oversight Board). 

2. New membership consists of three members from 
the private s~ctor designated by the President. 
One of these will be designated by the President 
to be Chairman. They will also be made members 
of the PFIAB. 

3. The Board shall: 

Receive and consider reports by Inspectors 
General and General Counsels of the 
intelligence community concerning activi
ties that raise questions of legality or 
propriety. 

Review periodically the practices and 
procedures of the intelligence community 
Inspectors General and General Counsels 
designed to assist the Oversight Board. 

Report periodically and in a timely manner, 
as appropriate; to the Attorney General 
and the President on any activities that 
raise serious questions about legality. 
It shall report to the President on 
activities that raise questions of pro
priety of intelligence community activities. 

Receive staff support from persons not 
connected with the intelligence community. 

(5) ?ecrecy Protection 

All persons given access to information containing intel
ligence sources and methods shall be required to sign an 
agreement that they will not disclose that information to 
persons not authorized to receive it. 

more 
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MESSAGE TO CONGRESS AND PROPOSED LEGISLATION 

(A) Message 

Today the President sent a message to the ConGress which: 

(1) Advised the Congress of the actions he has taken 
by Executive Order. 

(2) Transmitted the legislative proposal as indicated 
below. 

(3) Urged Congress to establish effective oversight 
consistent with the following general objectives: 

The oversight functions should be centralized 
in a Joint House-·Senate Comr.iittee to provide 
better security. 

Both the House and Senate should adopt rules 
to insure that secrets will not be improperly 
disclosed. 

The President's injunction of secrecy over 
foreign intelliger.ce information provided to 
the Concress by the Executive Branch should be 
respected. 

The Executive Branch should keep the Joint 
• Oversight Committee fully informed of foreign 

intelligence matters, but there should be no 
requirement for prior notification of specific 
activities. 

(B) 

(4) Section 662 of the Foreign Assistance Act should be 
no,1if:i.nr1. This requires the intelligence agencies 
to brief .over six com.11ittees of Congress on covert 
actions· and has resultec1 in unauthorized disclosures 
of classified information. 

Legislation 

The President submitted the following proposed legislation: 

This bill provides for: 

.• 

Criminal penalties for the disclosure 
to unauthorized persons of information 
relating to intelligence sources and 
methods. 

Limits its coverage to persons whose 
access to such information arise out of 
their relationship to the Government 
(Government employees, contractors and 
contractor employees). 

Injunctive relief where unauthorized 
disclosure is threatened and serious 
damage to the intelligence collection 
effort would result. 

more 
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The President endorsed the objectives of the lecislation 
proposed by the Senate Select Intelligence Comn:ittee 
to prohibit the assassination of foreien officials in 
peacetime. 

7he President also will meet ~ith Congressional leaders 
to aevelop acceptable proposed legislation to control 
electronic surveillance in the United States and mail 
openinbs for forei£n intelligence purposes. 

ACTIONS ALREADY TAKEN 

The following are examples of agency actions: 

CIA directives implement the reconunendations of 
the Rockefeller Commission and other reforms have 
been issued internally. 

NSA reform directives have been issued internally. 

FBI guidelines are being drafted. Some have already 
been made public. 

# # # 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE FEBRUARY 21, 1976 

OFFICE OF THE WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT 
TO THE 

REGULATORY COMMITTEE FOR INTELLIGENCE 

THE OVAL OFFICE 

12:53 P.M. EST 

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Ailes and Mr. Cherne: 

I thank you, first of all, for taking on this 
responsibility, which I think is extremely significant in 
the reorganization of the intelligence community. As 
all three of you know, we told the intelligence community 
what they have to do on the one hand and what they can't 
do on the other hand. 

We have sought to achieve accountability so that 
individuals in the various intelligence agencies will 
know precisely what their responsibilities are and to whom 
they are accountable. But, the main new addition -- which 
I think is fundamentally necessary -- is the oversight 
board. 

You, Mr. Chairman and Steve and Earl, are to 
act as an independent auditor on what takes place within 
the intelligence community. You are not to be influenced 
by the White House on the one hand, and you are not to 
be influenced by the intelligence community on the other, 
and your responsibility is an independent area of 
responsibility. 

I just want to thank the three of you. I know 
you bring together a good many years of Government 
service, but also dedication, to what is in the best 
interest of the country. 

So, I am delighted that you would accept it, 
and I am confident that the role played by this board will 
be reassuring to the American people. 

END (AT 12:56 P.M. EST) 

/ 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE MARCH ll, 1976 

Office of the White House Press Secretary 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
THE WHITE HOUSE 

The President today announced the appointment of seventee:i persons as 
members of the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board. They 
are: 

Stephen Ailes, of Maryland, President and Chief 
Executive Officer, Association of American Railroads, Washington, D. C. 

Admiral George W. Anderson, USN (Ret. ), Washington, D. C. This 
is a reappointment. 

Leslie C. Arends, of Melvin, Illinois, Retired Member of Congress, 
Melvin, Illinois. 

William O. Baker, of Morristown, New Jersey, President, Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, New Jersey. Th.is is 
a reappointment. 

William J. Casey, of Washington, D. C., Counsel to the law firm of 
Rogers and Wells, Washington, D. C. 

Leo Cherne, of New York, New York, Executive Director, Research 
Institute of America, Inc., New York, New York. 

John B. Connally, of Houston, Texas, Partner, law firm of Vinson, 
Elkins, Searls, Connally and Smith, Houston, Texas. 

John S. Foster, Jr., of Palos Verdes Estates, California, Vice 
President, TRW Inc. and General Manager, Energy Systems Group, 
Palos Verdes Estates, California. This is a reappointment. 

Robert W. Galvin, of Barrington, Illinois, Chairman of the Board and 
Chief Executive Officer, Motorola, Inc., Chicago, Illinois. This is 
a reappointment. 

Gordon Gray, of the District of Columbia, Broadcast Executive and 
former Government Official, Washington, D. C. 

Melvin R. Laird, of Maryland, Senior Counsellor, /<ro~ 
National and International Affairs, R eader 1 s Digest Association, ·~~~~ 
Inc., Washington, D. C. ._'.:. ! 

(MORE) 
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Edwin H. Land, of Cambridge, Massachusetts, Chairman 
of the Board, Polaroid Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
This is a reappointment. .. 
General Lyman L. Lemnitzer, USA (Ret.) of Washington, D. C. 

Clare Booth Luce, of Honolulu, Hawaii, 
Writer; and Lecturer, Honolulu, Hawaii. 

Novelist; Playwright; 
This is a reappointment. , 

Robert D. Murphy, of the District of Columbia, Honorary 
Chairman, Corning International Corporation, New York, 

New York. 

Edward Teller, of Berkeley, California, Director at Large, 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, University of California, 
Livermore, California. This is a reappointment. 

Edward Bennett Williams, of Potomac, Maryland, Senior 
Partner, Williams, Connolly and Califano, Washington, D. C. 

The President today also announced his designation of Leo Cherne as 
Chairman of the Board. 

The Board advises the President concerning the various activities making 
up the overall national intelligence effort. It also conducts a continuing 
review and assessment of foreign intelligence and related activities in which 
the Central Intelligence Agency and other Government departments and agencies 
are engaged. The Board reports to the President on its findings and makes 
appropriate recommendations. 

# # # 

_.;--.... 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE MARCH 11, 1976 

Office of the White House Press Secretary 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT 

Two weeks ago I announced to the Nation a comprehensive program 
to strengthen the foreign intelligence agencies of the United States 
Government. My actions were designed to achieve two basic objectives; 

--First to ensure that we have the best possible information on which 
to base our policies toward other nations; 

--And second, to ensure that our foreign intelligence agencies do not 
infringe on the rights of American citizens. 

Today, as an additional part of this effort, I am announcing the expansion 
of my Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board. This Board was set up in 1956 
in order to provide independent, nonpartisan advice on the effectiveness 
of the intelligence com:m.unity in meeting the intelligence needs of the 
President. Since 1974, the Board has been composed of ten members, 
all of whom are private citizens. 

I am announcing today that I am expanding the Board to 17 members, and 
I am appointing the following members to the Board: 

Stephen Ailes 
Les lie C. Arends 
Admiral George W. Anderson 
William 0. Baker 
William J. Casey 
Leo Cherne 
John B. Connally 
John S. Foster, Jr. 

Robert W. Galvin 
Gordon Gray 
Melvin Laird 
Edwin H. Land 
General Lyman L. Lemnitzer 
Clare Booth Luce 
Robert Murphy 
Edward Teller 
Edward Bennett Williams 

I am announcing my decision to have Leo Cherne serve as the new 
Chairman of the Board. 

(MORE) 
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The intelligence needs of the 170' s and beyond require the use of highly 
sophisticated technology. Furthermore, there are new areas of concern 
which demand our attention. No longer does this country face only 
military threats. New threats are presented in such areas as economic 
reprisal and international terrorism. The combined experience and 
expertise of the members of this Board will be an invaluable resource 
as we seek solutions to the foreign intelligence problems of today and 
the future. 

In developing the Nation's offensive and defensive strategy to conduct 
foreign policy and provide for the national security, we must be able 
to deal with problems covering the broadest spectrum of activities. 

By strengthening the Board as I have done today, and by giving the Board 
my full personal support, I fully anticipate that the Foreign Intelligence 
Advisory Board will continue its indispensable role in advising me on 
the effectiveness of our foreign intelligence efforts. 

# # # 
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